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DR. EVANS IS

SESSION OF FIFT- Y-

ABROAD

T SHAKEN

NINTH CONGRESS

While Parliament Rules the
Land Thus Differing From

American President.
RUSSIAN PRISON

IN-

SPECTOR IS KILLED

Steamer Vaderland Is Floated
Steam Ship Dakota Grounds
But All Aboard Saved.
London, March

4.

King

Edward

APPROPRIATIONS

LARGE

WILL BE

BUT RECEIPTS

IN

.
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In a memorandum the p- - !.' nt
says that if congress differs from him
It will have full opportunity in the
future to take such position as it deof resires about discontinuance
serves.

XiimlirmI With tlio Past.
Washington, Mar. 4. The senate
adjourned sine die at 12:13 o'clock
and the house seven minutes later.
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E
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DUEL
Last Friday. Leandro Armijo and
Fantalio Ribera. of Las Palomas,
were arraigned before Judge Thomas
Ribera, this precinct, upon a charga
,'
f
with intent to kill, says thi
Sierra County Advocate. The chares
against Ieandro Arlmjo was lnstltat-e- j
by his wife, and the charge against
Ribera whs Instituted by Armijo.
Armijo waived examination and gave
bond for his appearance before iV;
next gru-- d jury in the sum of 11,000.
Pantalio Ribera was bound over in
the same amount, but failing to raiso
the rvuirvd bund, he was confined In
the county jail. The affair seems to
be the outcome of a family row. It
is alleged that Armijo claims that
pun his return home late one night
he fuund Ribera In his wife's bedroom, but the accusation is stout'y
According
denial by Mrs. Armijo.
to the fttwy, when Armijo enter 'd
his house ho atid Ribera engaged
themselves In a Franch duel, sever tl
being exchanged, neither of the
It Is claime I
duelists being injured.
Armijo
stated ho Intended to kill
that
ltuth his wife and Ribera, but having
tailed to get his man, he spared the
Mrs. Armij.i started
woman's life.
divorce proceedings ngainst her
but later withdrew the suit.
Rioting.
Frame, Mar. 4. Violent
Uheiin-- s
rioting occurred here
unlay Many persons were Injured
i I
pelice nude 1&0 arrests.
as.-uu-

ip

.
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HELP FLOAT ALTON BONDS

Enactment to Permit Savings Banks to

liil-lla-

Invest in Railroad Securities Inflated
Their Value After Stockholders Had Subscribed.

bonis of the Chicago & Alton Railroad company.
It was rushed thnmeh despite stren-n.e- is
1'ppomtion. in time to inflate the
value "f the bonds, after they had
subsrritx-f"r by the stockholders, principally Mr. Harriman and his
three associates.
Whether the bill was passed with
the Mia of having many of tho bondsbought by the savings banks at an ad-

vanre price or merely to give the
bonds a better standing and a higher
price, is nut yet known.
Tho law at least, gave to the backers of the Chicago fc Alton deal the
advantage of going anywhere In the
Fulled States and saying the bonds
were so good us to be up to the standard of investment provided for the
savings banks of tint Kmpire state.
When the bill was being rushed
'through the legislature it was openly
charged ill the senate that the bonds
had been bought by a firm of brokers
for 60, that they had been sold by
this iiim fur 90 and that It was Intended to unload them into the savings banks at par. Senator Curtis N.
Douglas of Albany ma le this statu- inelit.
The bill went before the senate
eight times before Its backers managed to jam it through.

conk is ar- -

BIBLE

HISTORY
RUSSIA

Secret Society Orders Mur- Lord StrathcomaGlves $3000 Says that Country Always
der of Treacherous Couple.
Per Year For Five Years
Friend of America and
It Is Done.
For Purpose.
We are Abundantly Able.

large

'

will notice tilvt tiik

IN

four-lu-han-

Albany, X. Y Mar. 4. That the
New York state legislature of 1900
was used to help float the $62,000.- 000 bond Issue of the Chicago & Alton railroad, about which much was
revealed by E. 11. Harriman In New
York city this week, is evident from
the official records.
The legislature passed on Feb. 22,
."'it. a bill to permit the 12j savings
I t 'Iks
of this state to Invest In the

voir

"'"-kmex- ,

NAPLES

Cortelyou Has Common Sense.
Washington, Mar. 4. One of the
lust official acts of Cortelyou as postmaster general, was the Issuance of
the following order: "That whenever
the weight of mall is taken on rail- PROMINENT PEOPLE ARE
road route the whole number of days
ARRAIGNED ON CHARGE
the mails are weighed shall be used
?s the divisor for obtaining the aver-ug- e
weight per day."
Naples, Mar. 4. Sensational revemPPEH COMtwo
PANIES CONSOLID.V.1E. lations are being made In the assize
court here today In connection with
New York, Mar. 4. The final
in the plans for the consolidation of the mysterious murder of a well
company
the Oreene Consolidated
Copper com- known couple named Cw volo. who on
and the Cananea-Centrlast, were foiind murdered,
pany in the holding company orga- June
Two
nized a few months ago by John I). and their property plundered.
days
later one of the murderers was
Ryan and Thomas F. Cole was taken In
turn
to
stabbed
death,
at
the
foot
today In the official announcement to
the shareholders of both constituent of Vesuvius, In a quarrel over the
companies of the terms of exchange distribution of the booty, but otherwise the crime remained a mystery.
for the stock of the Greene-Canane- a
During the lust five months numerCopper company, which nre to hold ous
disguised police have been living
good until the first week in April. As
among
the criminal clubs of Naples
foretold nt the time of the organizaand
Greene-Cananethe neighborhood for the pura
Copper
tion of the
company, which is capitalized at $65,- - pose of tracking down the criminals.
000,000. 2,500,000 Shares ol the I2U Two even stood as godfathers nt the
par value stock of the new company baptism of Cnmorristlc offspring, for
inro to be Issued to make the ex- In Naples the associates of secret sonre for the most purl persons
change, and the balance is to remain cieties
(if the stock Issued of pronounced piety, who contribute
in tho treasury,
generously
to the upkeep offc the
1,600,000 shares are to be exchanged
for the 1,000,000 shares of the J10 priesthood. Cuocolo and his wife are
per cent par stock of the Greene known to have been tho treasurers of
Consolidated Copper company out- the Cumnrra (a famous secret sostanding at the ratio of one and one-ha- ciety), in their district, nnd their
dwelling house a storehouse of silken
shares for one, and the 1.000,000 goods.
Cuocolo's claim to half probe exchanged for the 600.000
will
full paid shares of tho $10 par stock fits on nn Immense haul of money
Jewelry
having been dln Mowed
and
outcompany
of the Cananea Central
by the other associates, Cuocolo out
standing at the ratio of one anil
revenge,
put the police on their
of
shares for one.
scent. No sooner did the net of
treachery
known nt tho Cam-orrlbecome
STANDARD OIL CASKS
headquarters than the members
I P FOR hearing. received
urgency
an
summons to asChicago. Mar. 4. The last techniIn a cavern In the suburbs of
cal objections to the trial of the semble
Naples. There a death sentence was
Standard Oil company having been unanimously
on the Cuocolos.
swept away before Judge Lundls on Four novicespassed
were ordered to exFebruary 15, when John S. Millar, ecute the vendetta
within 48 hours.
attorney for the defendants, entered The perpetration of the deed was afpleas of not guilty to the remaining terwards celebrated at an official banPresident's Son is Hotter.
Washington, Mar. 4. Considerable indictments returned by the federal quet,
when the novice assassins were
improvement was shown today in the jury last summer the hearing of the admitted
to the society its a reward
condition of Archie Roosevelt, third charges were taken up today. The of their fidelity.
are 35 prisson of President Roosevelt, who has pleas were entered by Mr. Millar after oners, among themThere
persons of fashbeen ill since Friday with diphtheria. he had been assured by District At- ionable society, and the grand deputy
torney Sims that the government ruler of the Naples Camorra, Oen-arr- o
would not contest the right of the
President Doo Not Walt.
de Marlnls. The latter arrest
Washington. Mar. 4. The presi- defense to demand a bill of particu
an Inexpressible sensation
dent on March 2nd signed a procla- lars providing this demand is made caused
among
the smart set. Marlnls Is a
mation creating or Increasing thirty-tw- o within five days after the commencereputed millionaire art a notorious
forest reserves In various west- ment of any one of the cases. The usurer.
(Sintering all ever with gems
under
indictment und driving
ern states. The agricultural bill, then rnrtwirii.tiuri is
a mugniiicent
pending, contained a provision that charged with accepting rebates from
he was one of the notable
hereafter such reserves shall not be railroads in violation of the Elktns sights of
city, and was adored by
cxtablished exoept by act of congress. law. The indictment contains 1900 the ladies.the He
charged with
The president concluded that the re- counts alleging that the corporation having issued isthenow ileath warrant
serves, which ho considered very im- accepted rebates from the Chicago & against
Cuocol" couple. The
portant would be wholly or In part Alton railroad on shipments of oil court Is the
packed with the elite of
dissipated before congress could again between Whiting. Ind., and Kast St. Naples
Marinls a hero.
who
consider
Louis, 111.
consider the.ma.tter.
P.I I.I.I ARDISTS COMPirrK
1 tilt NATIONAL
TITI.i:.
New York. Mar. 4. Fight of the
leading amateurs of the I'nited States'
billiard players are competing today
at the I.iediTkraunz club for the national championship tale. They nre
Charles F. Conklln a:i'l Calvin
both of the Chicago Athletic
club; Frank J. Ineher and Kdward
Helm, both of Cleveland, Ohio; T.
Mortimer S. Kools, IMniont Cricket
club, Philadelphia; Kdward W. Gardiner. Acquaekanonk club, Passaic;
Kerdlnnnd Pnggenburg. IdderkrnniS
club, New York, and It. L.. L. Mlal,
New York. The mat' hes are being
of the Naheld under the auspl'-etional Association of Amateur
Players and thci are over
spectators Including many women.
The tournament is tq n to all amateur billiard players mt the I'nited
at least a
States who have attal
grand average of se n at 14 Inch
i
anchor barbalk line, two shots
red. In a tournament vhh recognized
amateur players.

NEW YORK LEGISLATURE

ANI

TRIAL INVESTIGATION BEARING PRESIDENT APPEALS FOR

J919,-1MX.6-

Mrs. S. Sternberg Hied a petition
Romero this
with Probate Judge
morning praying that the court order
Mrs. Henry Lindemann produce the
will of the late Henry L. Lindemann.
Mrs. Sternberg sets forth in her peti
tion that the will provides that the
estate of the deceased, Henry Lindemann shall be Inherited by the
daughter, should the widow
marry. The court Issued the order
prayed for.
Mrs. Lindemann was married recently to Joseph Scottl, and Mr. nnd
Mrs. Scottl are ut present spending
their honeymoon in the east.
The will of IS. Herardinelll was ordered for probate.

THE

UC

CHAIR

San Francisco Mayor Did Not
ctum and tils Case Put off

Re-

For a Few Days.

Cortelyou Says Sum of Seven Days Must be Divided by
Seven to Get the Average, as Any
Child Should Know.

on Goodwin sands last night, got off sides the ship subsidy bill, which was
early today and proceeded on her "in air," was La Follette's railroad
voyage.
The fact that the steamer employes' bill.
resumed her voyage Indicates that
she sustained no serious damage.
I .a Follette' s Dill Passed.
Washington, Mar. 4. The senate
Swcttenliani is Out.
today agreed to the conference report
London .March 4. The resignation on the bill limiting hours of service
of Governor Swettenham ,of Jamaica, of railway employes, as agreed upon
fact, by the conference last night.
The
has become an accomplished
and he will leave that island as soon house also agreed to conferees' report
as his affairs can be arranged.
and in both houses the adoption was
made by unanimous vote.
The agreement limits tho dally serSTEAM ER DAKOTA IS
IAMST: CREW SAVED. vice of railway telegraph hours, with
the requirement may
Tokio, March 4. The captain of a provision that
be extended as to any particular case
the Japanese steamer Tokio, who was when
showing
proper
shall be made
steaming abreast of the Great North- to
ern steamship Dakota, yesterday, re- sion.the Interstate Commerce commisports that when he sighted the
steamer she was headed southwest
Speed.
More lla.su,
She changed her course quickly In
Washington, Mar. 4. The final
order to avoid grounding, just at the adjournment
of congres was delayed
She was evi
moment she struck.
by an error in the enrollment
dently swept out of her course by the slightly
bill regulating the
Follette
of
La
the
current.
The
of service for trainmen.
The passengers were panicstrlcken, hours
bill had been enrolled in advance of
but were rescued by boats from the agreement
by the conferees, and It
Tokai and from the land, which took was found that a change had been
all ashore.
made In the phraseology, which neThe day was very calm, but the cessitated
dreaded current peculiar to that lo
cality off Shlraham. was very strong.
Subsidy Rill Goes Vntlcr.
Washington, Mar. 4. The ship
The Dakota now lies one mile o'.f
up
to
water
bow
under
subsidy bill, which had been before
shore with her
the second mast. She is still sinking. congress in- a more or less prominent way for tho past two years, and
for tho past two days In an acute
form, finally received a quietus In the
senate at 11 o'clock today when Senator Gallinger, in behalf of the measure, rose and finally nnnounced his
decision not to press it for further
consideration.
Twenty Millions to the GixhI.
Washington, Mar. 4. Representative Tawney of Minnesota chairman
TO PRODUCE WILL
of the committee on appropriations,
answered in the house today that Instead of facing a crisis In the treasury
ait the close of the fiscal year 1908,
at one time,
Old as seemed Imminent
Property Left to
there will be a surplus of $20,00(.000
at that time.
Daughter-Berardln- elll
The total appropriations made at
the present session of congress, he
Will Goes to Probate.
said, aggregates approximately

Re-

NEWYORKERMEETS DEATH

LARGER

President Signs Thirty Rills.
Washington, Mar, 4. The president arrived at the capitol about 11
o'clock. Thirty bills were signed by
him there before noon. The delay In
engrossing the bill limiting the hours
of railway employes prevented the
president completing his entire task
before noon, and It was exactly three
minutes after 12 o'clock when he attached his signature to that measure.
This was the last bill he signed at
the capitol.

As-

sponsible for Deed.

Ship Subsidy Bill Failed in Senate. But
La Follette Railway Employes
Bill Passed Both Houses

FIfitv-nint-

I

Comes Back All Time to

sertion Thaw Not

started for Biarritz this morning for
Ho will aftera three weeks' stay.
wards Join Queen Alexandria In the
a
for
cruise on the
south of France
Mediterranean In the royal yacht, reMar. !. Roth houses
turning to England about the end of of Washington.
congress met at 9:i0 today for the
April.
last sitting of the last session of the
h
comrress. The attend
ItVSSIAN INSPECTOR
ance
slim, both In the house and
KILLED FOK CRl'F.LTY. in thowas
senate, and those present snow
Ufa, Russia, March 4. Prison Infailure, due to an almost
spector Kolbe was shot and killed this ed signs of meeting
since last Saturmorning by three revolutionists. One continuous
morning.
day
house proceeded
He as if the entire The
of the assassins was captured.
were still be
said that the Inspector had been sen- fore it, but the session
senate finding ltseit
tenced to death by the social revolu- without a quorum and with all necestionists owing to his cruelty to politi- sary routine business disposed of,
cal prisoners.
took a recess a few minutes after assembling, and U was at once evident
STEAMER VADERLAND GETS
that there would be no further seri
TO SEA AGAIN' AM; RIGHT. ous effort to secure action on tho ship
London, March 4. Advices from subsidy bill or upon any other disDover state that the Red Star line puted measure.
steamer Vaderland, which groundel
measure beThe only Important

SIERRA

TIL

IN THAW

rd

1

l

AMors

iii:mist
1)1

IS ItlSSIA.
Professor
I
chemist,
dishas junt died at his vi ( a shortplml-trl
tance from this city, l'rufesor
a
Tobolsk,
bo
at
Ivanovitch was
Siberia, In 1834, and b- aine professor
of St.
of chemistry at the I'
Petersburg In lStiO. H - most noformulation
was
tin
table discovery
I'V which he
of llio "Periodic
was enabled to predict the existence
elements
of numerous undiscov Ithproperties
and even the pioh
w hich these elements
mild be found
'j'ties.- - pi i tlons have
to possess.
since been vertitied to i ''.V full extent. Piofcs.sor .Mend h if was the
"Principles
author of a work entit l been
transof Chemistry." which is
i
Kii'"p'-ailanthe
most
lated into
of
guages.
1

St. Petersburg, Mar 4
Metidelejeff, the celel .ib

-

iw

v

i

MKCTS

IN TIIK
!RTH
KliKCTIUC CHAIH

Osslnnlng,

TODAT

Mar.
rnuik furlong, who killed
his aunt, Mrs. Margaret Keller, In New York City, In
1!04, was put to deaith In the electric
chair at Sing- King today.
4.

SCIIMITZ DID NOT GET
TURF ROMANCE IS
STATE COURTS MAY UPRACK, CASK COXTIM'KI
San Francisco, Mar. 4. Although
RECALLED IN ENGLAND
HOLD DIGNITY OF THE FLAG Judge Dunn last week made positive
order that Mayor Schmita should be In
court this morning, to enter plea .to
Guidon, Mar.

Sir William

4.

indictment charging him wkth exWashington, March 4. Declaring the
tortion, he was not present an I It was
Russia always has been & good friend stated he would not arrive before
Wednesday. Judge Dunn agreed to
of America, President Roosevelt, In a postpone
case. The cases against
letter to the Russian famine rel'ei! Abraham the
and Chief of follce
committee of New York, made pub-H- o Dlnan wereRuef
postponed one week.
today his appeals for contributions
In behalf of the famine sufferers 'n
OF AHDIC.VnOV OF
that country. With the letter he sentt IICMORNTHRONE
HV KING OSCAR.
a personal chock for $100. He calls
Stockholm, Mar. 4. A rumor is
attention to the "literally unparal- gaining
strength
King Oscar
leled prosperity of this country," and intends to abdicateherethethat
throne shortly
hopes the people will give generously In favor of the crown prince,
who Is
on this occasion.
now acting us regent. If not earlier
it mny take place on June 6 of this
To lYovcnt Fluff Desecration.
year, which is the golden wedding
Washington, March 4. That the anniversary of the king and queen.
Crown Princess of Sweden, who
states may pass laws prohibiting tlv? Thevisiting
her parents, the Grand
use of the United States flag for ad- is
vertising purposes, was declared to- Duke and Duchess of Raden, at
Is
seriously III at that
day by the United States supreme Cnrlsruhe,
place.
court of Nebraska.
Halter & llayward are liquor dealers In Omaha and were prosecuted SHAW TO M'KAk OX
TIIK t'l'RRKNCY Ol ESTIOV.
under a luw of tho state upon the
charge of selling beer In bottles dec- Is New York, Mar. 4. Secretary Shaw
scheduled
talk on the "Currency
orated with the national colors. The tjuestiou" at to
the annual dinner of the
Nebraska courts are upheld.
Missouri society, which will be given
nt the Waldorf Astoria tonight. Owing to tho fact that the secretary of
COXSTRTCTIOV WORK COM- MUNCF.D O.V GIANT SMFLTKR. the treasury retired from office toIt Is likely that his address will
Ely, Nev., Mar. 4. Work com- day.one
be
of the last of his utterances
menced today on what will be the on
this subject.
largest smelter In the world. It will
cover forty acres and will be able
to deal with six thousand tons of ore
Special to The Evening Citizen.
per day.
Washington. Mar. 4. In the C
lait hours, Andrews secured the '
KAISER DRAWS I F FIRST
signature of the president tt the
COPY OF FOLK-SONROOK.
bill to validate bond Issues for
Rerlln, Mar. 4. The kaiser today
the Insane asylum, agricultural
accepted from the ha nils of the Gercnllew. military Inxtitute and
man commission apolnted to draw it
for the armories at Albuquerque
up the first copy of a folksong book
and Im Vegas.
Also to all it
for male choirs, which has been prethe lands and dispose of the '
tinon
pared at his majesty's Individual in- 'timber
Jacarilla Indian
resi'i'vuitloii.
stance.
The audience lasted for a
4'
i'oHtinu.sler
i. I
M. (la Mis
considerable time and the emperor
Kill-,'was In unusually good spirits.
has been appointed for
He
man, Arizona. He Is the
spoke at lengtli on the Importance of
folk-sonJoint stati'liood upholder nrl
nnd their educational
to
break the Ice of tint territory.
value, and laid special stress on their
use In the schools.

Ram-

sey sailod from here today for Asia
Minor to undertake on a much great

er scale than has hitherto been attempted; investigations which are expected to throw much light on ancient
history, especially biblical history of
the time of Abraham. Rxtended work
is made possible by Iord Strathcoma's
gift of three thousand dollars a year
for five years. Sir William, in speaking of his expectations, says ho has
leen convinced for a long time and
thinks It will be practically demonstrated by the next great series of
discoveries, that Aryan history Is to
be made In Asia Minor; that (he people among whom It is to be made are
the people called the Ilittltes and tho
Ulble, or the children of Heth, from
whom Abraham bought a piece of
land to make a grave for his family.
Sil William says:
"I shall not be
satisfied until the document recording tho sale of that piece of land Is
discovered. It would bo a clay tablet,
but would be practically imperishable
and there are, thousands of those tablets recording sales of that kind.
There is not the slightest doubt that
the sale of that property was registered at the time, nnd doubtless deposited In some Hittlte temple for
preservation.
I'AMOI'S RMU.ISII
ROM

A
4.

Tl'RI'

ttiltiMI t ttltUI

NCK It !: 'A M.KI).
Ry the death of

London, Mar.
the Marchioness of Hastings at Windsor, at the ripe age of 64, a famous
romance of the turf Is recalled. As
Ijidy Florence I'aget, daughter of i.ie
second Marquis of Anglessy, the son
of a cavalry leader at Waterloo, she
was famous for her beauty, and was
known as the "pocket Venus."
In
164 she was engaged to Henry Chaplin. One morning
with,
she drove
him to a west end shop, and escaping
by another door ran away to be married to the Marquis of Hastings.
Three yenrs later Mr. Chaplin won the
derby with Hermit, an outsider, which
he backed at 66 to 1 and won over
1600,000.
Lord Hastings was ruined
by this race and ho died the next
year. His widow married Sir (leorgo
Chetwynd In 1S70, but she retained
her own title.
CAMPAIGN

G

-

.

ARRESTED AFTER NIGHT RIDE

TO AID

Rl

New York, Mar.

SSIAN PIUSANTS.
4.
The Society of

the Friends of Russian Freedom recently organized to focus American
sympathy with tho sufferers in Russia in their fight for freedom, held its
first int'chiig at Carnegie hall today.
Nicholas Tchaykovxky. a revolutionary leader, und Alexis Aladylii, a
member of the first Duma, were the
principal speakers. Similar meetings
will be held throughout tho country. The Russians wl'l appeal for
material aid in their cause, and will
organize many braurh societies. The
society at present is circulating a petition of protest against outrages In
Russia and obtaining signatures of
prominent persons. When completed
society decided Is the best use. "We believe there is considerable sympathy
In this country for the Russians who
are lighting for freedom," said A.
liullard, secretary of the society. "We
hope to end tho attrocitles practiced
by the Russian government by preventing them from floating loans. We
also hope to arouse foreign opinion,
which will compel the autocracy to
refrain from similar outrages in the
future. This opinion will have the
same effect upon conditions a.i ti.d
that which improved conditions in
Macedonia."
PATRICK'S D Y TO
UK FITTINGLY ORSEIUFD.
New York, Mar. 4. It Is announced
by the committee of the Ancient Order of Hibernians that seventy thousand men will march in the St. Patrick's day parade. As St. Patrick's
day falls on Sunilay this year the
celebration will take place on Saturday, March 16.
NT.

1

!

New York, Mar. 4. Dr. F.vans wm
continued on tho stand In th Thaw
trial this morning, and his cross examination was continued at noon. Ia
the course of th questioning Jerome
asked: "Were Thaw's mental processes such as that he knew he was attacking WhkU on the roof garden T"
"He had an Insane knowledge,
yes," answered Evans.
The witness
Mia tn.u in the brain storm the defendant had an Insane knowledge of
what he did, but not the knowledge
of a sound mind.
Jerome questioned Evans closely in
regard to what Thaw realized In an
Insane manner, and If he knew the
Insane condition of his mind on the
nlghit of the tragedy, but Dr. Evarm
always came back to the same stand
that Thaw was not responsible ait the
time of the murder.
Evans was excused from cross examination at noon. He was temporarily excused from, redirect examination and Dr. Wagner was called t
the stand.

NEW MINING

i:CHNGE

i:.VI'ARI.IsllKD AT CHICAGO.
Chicago, Mar. 4. Husiness started
In the new mining exchange here today.
At the opening ceremony Mr.
Siliaflells stated that the time was
not far distant when the best mining stocks of the country would be
trail"ii in In Cliie.igo.

WITH THE KIDNAPPED

GIRLS

Michigan Banker Takes His Daughters
From Their Mother. Speeds Across
State Through Storm in Auto,
But Is Outwitted.
Kalamazoo. Mich., Mar. 4. III a
March gale, blow ing 60 miles an hour
with driving rain to add to their discomfort, Estra Moorehouse, a banker
of Dalton und a former clergyman,
hurried in an automobile across the
lower counties of southwestern Michigan all Friday night with two little
daughters, l'uuliue und Flora, whom
early in tho day he hud taken from
their mother.
Just us he reached Lima, e.niv
Thursday, Mr. Moorehouse was arrested by Detective W. F. Downev of
Kalamazoo. This was the climax of
a sensational case which caused ureal
excitement in several counties. Tim
clias covered more than Inn miles,
and the children were restored to
their mother late Sunday afternoon.
According to the authorities, the affair was the result of a plot in which
Mr. Moorehouse, William Shay, a private detective. Iiis wife uu l his office boy, Roy Hammond, were Implicated.
Shay. It Is alleged, hire a livery rig
Thursday In Kalamazoo and was driven to Ddtoii, about 20 miles out.
'Ah"i'e bet hired an automobile ester- !'l.i. Mr. M'liirili'iufi', who knew hi
J

1

wife li.nl uoiie to Hastings, leaving the
children uiiti her mother, went to the
liousi , carried the children to a buggy
and orovo auay. On the road a
chaiiKe was made to the automobile
and the livery team was driven by
young Hammond to Kalamazoo. Hammond was arrested and gave information on wliiih tlie automobile
was
traced to Sculls 2u miles from .niton,
where tin trail was UKt.
.Meanwhile Deputy Sheriff Nash located Mrs. Shay in a Kalamazoo hotel,
followed her to Grand It iplds
and w lien ulie bmtrded a (rain for the
south he took the oanie train. He
learned the woman had bought a ticket to Lima and .sent wold back to the
poliee.
Deterllve DottneV look a train to
I. ina.
He found Mrs. Shay had registered in a hotel and lie took a room
there. Downey
as looking mi
ills
window this in. .ruing when he saw
the Mooiehou.-- e piiMy arrive in a
liut'i!)
I'U'ler the Mil big 111 laws children
in divoKV" c;ieH ;in- In the cuKtodv of
their mother unless th'
lift declares
otherwise, and their
'I'lu.'liou
li
made a felon.
-
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PAGE TWO.
hers representing the labor r lenient.
John .1. o'Nell, long chairman of the
committee nn labor, wis from Kiln
by
district,
and whs succeeded
ky
Dslly
riWUk
ttttkly
"Charley" .Toy, a lawyer nnd a re- publican. Mr. Hunt I well educated,
Tke Citizen Publishing Company although ho has worked nt his trade
for many years. During hi term in',
threuah the It he house lit-- has taken n llvoly Inler-les- t
Mnl at Tfltfhm tat trmnnnHMrfen
In labor mutters, nnd h:ts been'
ikH mttr.
.greatly liked and respected liy his col- (leagues, to whom he has appeared n.
la sincere worker with nothing; of the
professional ngitator In hi conduct
NIO(&lABtT
with regard to public Uestlon.
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did bow politely, vet M. Roosevelt did
not se me.
He was dictating to
that stenographer. He said:
"Take this, you! 'M. Sclplo Snod-gras- s,
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Woman of Ninety-Nin- e
Asks
For Pension Other
Capital Gossip.
Washington. D. C. Mar. 4 The
Investigation by a senatorial committer Into the affair at Hrownsville,
where It Is charged that members of
th 25th colored Infantry "shot up"
the town, promises to cost the government a pretty penny. The members of this committee have now been
prosecuting their Inquiry for two
weeks anu not a scintilla of evidence
has been discovered that tends to
link the nnine of any member of the
colored regiment with the shooting.
A large number of the former soldiers are yet to be examined, the total number expected at some time or
another to come before the commute
running well up towards half a hundred. Itesidea these,
will be
a number of officers of there
the army and
several civilians, citizens of Hrowns-vlllWhen the mileage, the cost of
subsistence and fees of all these witnesses are taken Into consideration.
me cnarge against the government
win average probably several nun
dred dollars a day. The indications
are that heavy inroads will be made
into the S100.000 contigent fund of
the senate which Is at the disposal
i ine commute.
When nn investigation of this sort
is under way members of the
conducting it do not ask in ad
vance what any particular request of
a senator may cost. If a senator sug
Kernea the desirability of examining
a witness wno ror the moment might
be in the uttermost parts of the earth,
the committee forthwith would send
lor mm and If the personal affairs
or. a member or the committee prevented him from attending the session, the sitting would be continued
until the following day at his sug'
gestlon, no matter what the contlnu
nee mignt cost. Senator!::! courtesy
great ining. Dut it often coo's the
government a lot of money.
e.

com-mHt-

The HIGHLAND

k
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Very Aged Pensioner.
Mrs. Anne Hutson,
of Hickman
uiiijr, jennessee, is ine widow of a

oiaier or the mack Hawk war who
aiea more man hair a century ago.
Mime way airs. Mulson, who la a
little behind the times, recently
learned that "Uncle Sam" was paying
imimionn to some Classes or people.
She didn't quite believe all that she
heard so

she wrote to Representative Padgett, who represents the district In which she lives and asked
him If It were true that the government was giving away money, and
said that if It were true she would
like to have her share.
Mr. Padgett found out
the
statements, of Mrs. Hutson, that
who is
aid to be 99 years old, were true
and he hustled around to start the
preliminary
steps towards securing
the pension. The house committee on
pensions has wound up Its business
for this session and there will not be
meeting
another
the next congress. Meanwhileuntil
Mr.
will
get Mrs. Hutson 'a papersPadgett
In proper
shape and It is a pretty sure thing
that one of the first pension bills to
go through
he next house will be
for the benefit of this aged woman
who cannot live to enjoy
very long after she gets It.the pension
Mow (ioveritment InsjxHllon.
A movement is now on foot to extend the present very elaborate system of government inspection. Something has been said In these letters
recently about special agents and government Inspectors, but despite congressional inquiry the demand
for
them by department heads goes on.
It la now pointed out that Canada
Js driving American fruits and especially upplea, out of the European market, because of the Canadian law
that requires Inspection of all
shipped abroad. The Americans fruit
ship
the apples In accordance with the individual Ideas of the grower or exporter. The Canadian apples are
packed uniformly and the government
regulations practically guarantee that
each barrel shall contain fruit as
marked.
The original fruit marks act of
Canada was passed In 1901 and
amended In 19U6. and requires that
lh market grade of all fruit must
be truthfully indicated on the package. Several penalties are provided
for violations of the law. This guarantee has led to the enlargement of
the Cunadiun fruit market to the
damage of the Americans. Now
our
fruit exporters and growers of apples and other fruits for the export
trade are beginning to urge government Inspection in this particular
There is no doubt but that congress
will be asked to sanction this additional system of federal inspect!
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'utter
congress Conxrwsnian.
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When
adjourns
n. xt
month the only professional stone
cutter who ever served In that body
will retire. This member U John T
Hunt, of St. Iouis. His district
contains the homes of many of the weal- iny hi. l.ouislaiiH. but has been lepiv-lllflll- sented frequently In congress by
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS

You Need

President
Afro - American
Koosevelt league. Columbus, Ohio
My Dear M. Snodgrnss: It Is
Impossible for me to
the ban
quet prepared for me. nttend
Yet, my heart
m won you.
All men should be good
husbands nnd fathers, if they are
worth the salt. Also, all men should
pull their own weight. In the long
Don't always
think
run, nil comes down to this. We
you
can get them.
must treat all men alike; or more so
If possible. Yours truly.' Also, take
Think Instead, where you can
LINK PLANNED
Mil
this telegram:
'His Majesty Mutsu-hltget the freshest, the purest
nut ri riMH
kiiii:
Toklo: Everything bullv. California knuckles. Thanks for war
vvlth a view of extending the rvnd
nnd strongest and come where
scare. Two big battleships secured.
through from Youngstown to Cleveyou
can always get them. We
With
America's
Strenuous When you want me to threaten war,
d
land, In iintlclpittlon of the Erie
have only one quality the
Just command n". T. R.' Also, this
getting a Pittsburg terminal, the
telegram: 'Wright, American Ambasnnd
President Who Combines
stockholders of the Pittsburg
HIST A MY AYS. .Anil our
sador. Toklo: Tell Mutsuliilo to let
Eric railroad, a Vandorbllt prop-ertIke have
prices are always the lowest,
up on war talk. We've got all we
capivoted to Increase the
With
Pleasure.
Business
want. T. !.
tal Mock from IIO.OOii.niMi to $30.0oo,-MiSend for Taft. Tell
quality considered.
to be Issued in J!0 shares. The
Shaw to come over In ten minutes.
Pittsburg nnd Lake Erie railroad now
Where's Root? Is Cabot Lodge outuses the Kile tracks between Youngsside? Tell Lorb to have reoorters
come lmck at live. We'll hove antown mid Cleveland, nnd It Is under-stoo- il PHYSICAL ACTIVITY IS
here that the road between
other sensation for those papers.
Now, my dear Clam while I change
Pittsburg and Youngstown will be
my
system simultan
made a four-tracf.t us have the quiet
COMBINED WITH MENTAL chat. clothes,
eously with the construction
of a
What do you think of those
double-tracYoungs-townew discoveries in Jerusalem?"
road from
to Cleveland.
M. Roosevelt did whisk off his cont
and reach for one riding jacket
Wlil.CK MtTIM lU ltll.D
The French Journalist Under- said: "To me, M. le President, these
" ne said
AT SANTA IE.
uiscovcrles
Occidental Mfe Ptilldlng.
"Exactly!
Ha! You. M. Clam,
Funeral services over the body of stands Some Things Which Had
snail see! Just wait till Taft comes!
Luis I'ailllla, who was killed Februvet, excuse me, you."
Been a Mystery to Him.
ary 2D In a railroad wreck .it
In one minute M. Roosevelt dlsap
Thatcher, Colo., were held ut Guada-lup- e
peered, returning with those riding
church In Santa Fe on Saturday
oreecnes:
Almost 1 thought of pre
morning.
I M.
The deceased formerly
Clam, the renow ned Parisian
Also, M. Taft dll ap
lived at Santa Fc and was the son of Journalist, is invited to rail at the stidigitation!
pear.
Corner Br adwav and
Jesus Padllla, now living near that white house, and It Is with astonish"Ha!
Hill! " said M. Roose
city.
ment he writes to France of his In- velt, with You,
the smile, "What did those
East Railroad Avenue
terview with M. Roosevelt.)
senators say? Do you get the np
propriatlon ?
Colo Phone, Rlack 30.
UNLOADED GUN ON
Washington, T. C. Mar. 4. I shall
M. Taft replied:
"I did try hard
now tell to the people of France
much that I cannot understand of
"Walt!" said M. Roosevelt, with
SANTA FE TRAIN 'that marvelous M. Koosevelt, presi- the scowl. "Tell Senator Cullom to
dent of these United States. Almost come in!
he knows everything! Let my coun- M. Cullom did appear, with one SEEK A RELIABLE DENTIST
"'
itrymen prepare to have astonish-A- n haunted look. He did whisper
to M
Roosevelt.
"unloaded gun" came near ment.
causing a tragedy last Saturday morn- A few days liefore. I did receive
"res, yes!" said M. Roosevelt, very Full Set of Teeth
Ing at Antarez, a station on the Santa 'one command, to attend the reception louniy. -- yet. this man Jones Is the liold Filling
$1.50 up
Fe railroad, about eight miles we-sof M. Koosevelt at that while house, crook. I ctmnot give him that Job, Cold Crowns
$0
Senator. Yet, If you have one good Painless Extracting
of
Hackberry, says
the Mohav Eagerly I prepared for it. With
son
man
for
I
congressmen,
ap
to
minister
Siam.
shall
A Mexican
Miner.
named sands of famous
Sanchez was offering a pis-- 1 Ists, nnd other great Americans, I point him. Hut we must have that
tol for sale to a number of Mexicans presented my card and was placed In appropriation for Hawaii. You prom- ALL WORK ABSOLUTELY GUARIt? Dully!" With smiles M.
at the section house, and believing it M"1" lon"" ,lne-- M heart leaped when ise
ANTEED.
was unloaded, was explaining Its good ' l",1 Bee .M- Koosevelt shaking those Roosevelt did gra.sp M. Cullom with
hands
both
nanus,
and
ring
or
shove
great
him
outward.
poaing
tnose
ine
Qualities and showing how easilv u
"Where, Hill. Is that message you
worked hv milliner flu r tjattr Thar., men nnd smiling with all his teeth.
to write?'' asked M. Roosevelt.
Soon 1 stood before him. Turning were
was an explosion and Fernando Lira,
M. Taft did hand over one paper,
who was standing In the doorwty, from one senator, M. Roosevelt did at Which
M. Rosevelt
made one
The hair of me glance. Seizing
fell to the ground, shot through trie see me. Sac re!
pen,
he said:
groin.
The Injured man was taken stood upward when those eyes did "You do not put tho
In, Hill!
ginger
the
Also I did disturbance I
to Hackberry, where he was attended strike ine!
congress,
shall
forget
add:
'You.
B. F. COPP,
by Dr. Tilton, of the Truxton Canyon when M. Roosevelt did give to me one that I am responsible to those people.
ROOM 1?, N. T. ARMIJO BLDG.
Indian school. Later the shooter was complete smile.
pass
to
Fall
your
nt
bill
peril!
this
He said: "Ha!
You!
How are You are cowards!' There! Now make
arrested nnd taken to Kingman an 1
the wounded man brought to the hos- you, M. Clam? Come to see me! I copies for those reporters, and tell plied M. Root. "Yet, I think it does
you!
will
Tie
talk
ready!
with
Are
pital.
An examination Into the matnot to say where they got them. not amount to much."
a good husband and father? Are them
ter was made and the shooter exoner- you
What does that third term league say
You make the mistake! Tell Met- you
your
worth
salt? Look out!"
now ?"
ated from blame. The wounded man
calf to send one battleship to that
Those people behind me did push
M. Taft said: "They say you must spot!
Is getting along all right.
Also, make the peace overme away.
M. Roosevelt did grasp not refuse to be president
more."
tures.
M. Diaz to Join us in pre
another by the hand and suy: "Ha!
"Ilully! Here you!" That stenog- serving Ask
the ieace, If wo must light
Senator! Your speech, it rapher Jumped.
Take
'M.
COLORADO PEOPLE
this:
unus,
u.
we shall have the credit
tor
was the corker!"
Richard Higglns. President Roosevelt for all. How, Elihu.
con you be so
For one hour I did wander among Third
League,
Chicago:
Term
I
shall
stupid?
you prepared those
Have
those grand Americans of renown. do something desperate If you Insist
LEASE COAL MINES Here I did see congressmen from upon making me candidate for presi demands upon the sultan?"
"What demands?"
mighty cities; cattlemen
who own
again. I defy all people ill these
"Why. Klihu! Didn't I tell von to
millions of acres of the public land; dent
United
to
president.
States
me
make
make
the bellcose note to Turkev.
sheriffs from the Texas state; one
truly.'
Yours
There!
will
That
make
to give It to those reporters when
t OVrlt ACT CAl.US FOK 6,0M TONS
of the Alaska; M. Dooley, of the agitation greater.' Those people and
was
i
not looking? if I did not. I
VKAIU.Y
WOKK VAilSS
Chicago; colonels of those governors' will never be satislied until they do meant to.
How can we build up the
IX OCTOIJKK.
staffs, most brilliantly uniformed: conquer me. if they think I am defy- navy
if we do not keep it busy be
that new literary hero, M. Uriah ing them. Lo;b! Loeb!"
congress
fore
adjourns? Bah!"
Mrs. Young .of Frultland. this weak Clapsaddle Hoggs, author of that best
M.
Loeb
appeared.
"Loeb. get
'Hut, M. le President. I have great
leased her coal mine to C. 11. Irvin, of seller, "The Lynch of Lawrence Lan- those gloves, and hold the
watch.
business
interfering
with the Congo!"
Also,
many Intoxicating Hill, take your corner!"
Colorado, who has two other Colorado caster."
An, yes, yes:
me. have we
capitalists Interested with him, says American ladies, with coiffures more
M. Koosevelt did don those boxing got well mixed in Ten
that matter?'
than those Christmas trees. gloves. M. Taft. with agitation did
the Farmlngton Times-Hustle- r.
The dazzling
Yes,
soon
we
shall
lease was made for ten years and It Is Almost I was dazed with greatness also put on the gloves and stand news for those reporters." have more
beauty when I did return to my ready.
the Intention of the parties to put o.i and
Hullv!
You. Elihu. are the brick.
I was snylng to M. Clam." said Yet, do not be too
a traction engine and haul the coal pension.
cautious. Stir up
Three days after, I did receive this M. "As
Roosevelt,
Fitz
one
here for shipment to western Colo- polite
overlooked
those
animals!
The whole world Is
note:
In
beautiful
tight
Jeff,
stroke
his
rado.
with
The contract provides that
.before you. Keep those ships mov- "My dear M. Clam: The President For example!
B1IT!
they must take out at least 6,000 ton
Ing. Good-by- !
Look here, my dear
talk to you at the 4:30 o'clock.
"Biff!"
yearly, beginning next October. The will
Clam!
yourself,
Hrace
man.
old
Yours.
"Biff-blff!"
"Biff!"
parties to the contract say they will
Quickly
I
out of that windid
look
L( E R "
M.
did then throw up the dow. "Do you see that nest?"
take out 10,000 tons the Hrst year
asked
Precisely at the 4:30 o'clock" I did hands. Taft
falnt-nes- s.
gut
It,"
"I
said,
he
with
M.
will
Roosevelt. "Well, is that the nest
and
Increase each succeeu,ng appear at that office executive. This
see
point."
"I
the
scarlet-breasteyear.
of
one
or
robbln,
d
the
Is one small white outbuilding, near
M. Roosevelt said:
"You now see, tonager? You do not
know? Bah! It is
This means very much for both this that white house.
me H appears M. Clam, where
Fltz
the neither! Listen! Today I did hear the
town and the Frultland section, and without the dignity To
of one grand re- blunder. When Jeff mademade
left
that
not
Agrlcolus
of
Simpsonll,
yet snow
Indicates that some new railroad de- public, yet all Americans do tell me hook Fitz should have sidestepped
is on the ground! What do you think
velopments are In sight.
It Is the shrewd politics to show sim- and undercut.
If he had done that, of that? Ha! You have astonishplicity. They say it does fool those history would now
be different in ment! You, M. Clam, are the corker.
PF.Pl'TY WAYNF. KSTF.S
voters. Yet, if all Americans under. these
United
Oh. sometimes I Write down for me what you think
States.
SHOT IN
SK. stand how It does fool them, how ere wish but we can't all have
of our American birds, also, our fishes.
The coroner's Jury summoned to they fooled? This, to me, is most All men cannot be championsourofwish.
this I have delight to chat with one who
examine Into the killing of Demetrlo perplexing.
world
has studied deeply. Good-bHanding mV Card to lite tmirm.
Sambrano by Deputy Wayne Kates, at
M. Roosevelt
sighed with pensive Keep at those senators till you getBill!
It.
Leopold, laat week, has rendered a American attendant. 1 was received melancholy.
soon
Yet
he did cheer You,
must stir up those diploverdict exonerating
Deputy Kstes by M. Loeb with one embrace.
He upward again. "Is Elihu here?" he mats. Elihu,
Ah, Cabot."
"M. Roosevelt will soon be asked.
from blame In the matter and de- said:
With pleasure M. Roosevelt emclaring that the ollicer was Justified In ready. Only twenty-si- x
visitors reM. Root appeared.
Instantly
"Ha,
M. Cabot Lodge, who appear
braced
main."
the shooting In that he acted In
you!"
M.
Roosevelt, smiling. ed with riding breeches and
coat. M.
I did hear those doors slam and "What cried
says the Silver City Enternew scheme today. Elihu?"
Lodge did bow to me politely.
prise. The Jury, which made a com- the shuffling of many foet. In tlve
M. Root did glance toward me,
telling
"1
was
M.
mv dear
Clam,
plete Investigation of the case, was minutes, one door opened, and M. much to say I was the stranger.
Cabot, .that
signed the treaty
Roosevelt did approach.
"Welcome,
never mind," said M. wun France Franklin
mind,
composed of Z. C. Hardin. Bert Eck- - M.
"Never
in 1798. Instead of 1797."
he said. With
ha Roosevelt. "ou know all men who said M. Roosevelt.
ard, John M. Bartlett, A. H. Kagner. did Clam!"
"Am 1 right?"
embrace me. "Com
von'" hi. do talk of our
affairs are liars. Yet
H. O. Huldt and Harry Carsang.
"Why. certainly, St. le President,"
M. Clam, he cannot write of the af- replied M. Lodge, warmly.
"You are
I did follow him, to the private cubi- fairs American If he does not know always right, especially after
you
Senator Ralley has been whlte- - fllet.
.11.
Inside finn mt on,
me.
up.
What's
Elihu?"
have
talked it over with me tirst."
washed. There Is no oil in white- stand, with book and pencil "Kxcuse
says
cablegram
Nicaragua
"One
M.
"There!"
wash, you know.
Roosevelt,
exclaimed
me. you!" said M. ito OMevelt In inn f and Honduras wish to quarrel," re- 1
with delight. "What did I tell you,
my dear Clam? Next time, will you
presume to dispute my memory of
history? Never mind, you need not
apologize. We all make mistakes.
Cabot, you! How can we keep that
Thaw case from taking the limelight
from us?"
"Well," replied M. Lodge, rubbing
the chin- of hlin, "you know, Theodore, that congress will adjourn soon.
We have done very well. I think."
"Never mind! I shall hit upon
something! Come! Iet us take the
ride!"
"Oh. M. le President!" said M. Loeb
X
MNIMN VOTES LADY BEAT I IK' E THE
STANDARD OF BKAITY. AL
"Dou you forget those reporters.' It
l
l I. WOMXX IX ENGLAND.
MOST B
though
Is the
nations f1iim-Ijo'clock, and they wait for
the sensation!"
bklif.vk they have
"Iet me see! Tell them that orbeauworld's.
ders have Ihm-given to send war
TIES.
ships somewhere. Telephone to Me-tcalf to look wise and say nothing.
Those reporters will do the rest.
If
are made for sewing.
Come, Cabot!
My dear Clam, you
I'lieii beauty Is Its own excuse for
have given me delight. Come to see
itC
being.
.
Emerson.
me, and we shall chat more of that
ancient Gaelic revival, also of the
Probably you would not consider
race suicide. I like your Ideas,
they do differ from mine. AlBeatrice
of Engways I keep my mind oien to the
land, the most beautiful woman you
ever saw. Neither would an Eskimo
new ideas, and then I use my own
nor a Japanese nor a Turk.
with better assurance of their value.
I !ood-b!"
in fact there is no standard of
beauty, for beauty consists of too;
Presto! Alone
stood! With an-- 1
subtle charms to reduce to rule, al- lonlshment
found my way out of
(iream-ke- d
though certain nations are recogthat office executive. Was
I loi
Ing?
nized as
producing certikln types,
into that tree. Yes.
then was that bird's nest. It was all
and in each country the most beau- true! Yet. much as I think of these
tiful of that type is considered the
tliiiiKS. more am 1 perplexed.
most beautiful in the world. PhilosDid
ophers and sages, artists and poets,
offend M. Roosevelt with my ideas of
these, discoveries in Jerusalem? What
scholars ami authors all have tried
will he think of me, if I make the
their band at describing what Is.
mistakes in history? Is he ungry
'. in.Mt'mii) unu an
nave nil d to woio
with me, when I say something about
reach any dcllniu
elusion.
those birds?
I
Ah!
Almost
can understand,
S'e ourselves have
come to be
now, how many good men turn out
more or Ks familiar with Hie varito
go up against
be
liars,
when
thev
ous national types of beauty the
M. Koosevelt.
CLAM.
d
Scainlanavian, the langM'opyrighl, l'.Mi". by S. S. Cline.
uorous-eyed
Spaniard, the vivacious
French woman, the restful Oernian,
the sunny-faceDeafnsa Cannot Be Cured
and laughing maiden from
tiy local applications,
and all the others.
ss they cannot
When we come to think of It, there
reach the diseased portion of the ear.
s no
There is only one way lo cure deafness,
thing as a distinctly
ant' that Is by constitutional remedies.
American tpe of
because
Deafness Is caused by an Inflamed condiAmerica is made up of all nations,
'
tion of the mucous lining of the Euspciiiaps in nine we will consist""'i
Tube. When this tube Is Inflamtachian
ently produce women in whose faces
ed you have a rumbling sound or Imperare
ui gi.atci-- t charms of
fect hearing, and when it Is entirely
closed, Deafness Is the result, and unall national types.
less the Inflammation can be taken out
The English type, however, is , sl- nnd this tube restored to Its normal coni
!
otrniz.ii.i.., and I..dy
dition, hearing will be destroyed forever;
is a notable
example of it. it
nine cases out of ten are caused by
Catarrh, which Is nothing but an Inflamrather of th,i classic order - fullis
ed condition of the mucous surfaces.
round face; generous mouth, chisWe will give One Hundred Dollars for
eled in a pei feet bow ; large and quiet
any case of Deafness (caused by catarrh)
j
I..VDY
luAuii.mi nan , ,i rairier oue..n.
BEATK1CE l' .1 M 'A 11
cannot be cured by Had s Catarrh
that
iy- - poised
and noble head ijim.ii mi,i.
Cure. Send for circulars free.
dld shoulders.
It is Verv I.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Props..
ev en I una. ihey chose Juno,
and very quiet. There Is
Iconics! conducted I'V an evening
Toledo, Ohio.
of Ollled. ileep-eyeand
luded in a newspaper w as overw helming. It is Hold bv nil Druggists. 75o.
the saucy, the vivacious, the liitle
piquant
s
of London voted. Take Hall s family Pills for constipasaid that
In the type our English cousins most charactei Islie dignity.
Prliu ess Henry of 1'lesn was second, tion.
admire.
Their ideal of beauty is
London. Mar.
4 - l.ad
Beatrice ami Die duchets of Sutherland third.
ui i o- - iincieiii rattier l.lan the
bv
imiiihimilias
v,,iu
FEE'S PEERLESS HOME-MADi...u.
Two
Ai inc. in beauties, Edna May
iiiouern school, und w h il ,
ei i.ii pij ine .no i ueauiuul
AT WAL" ON'S DRUG
woman and t'aiuiile
Clifford were well down CANDIES,
i ...
be willhiK
4
i .
or in England.
Her plurality in the tile list.
STORE.
Ma,te:

M

WANTED.
WANTED Messenger boys.
Wc.t
em Union Telegraph office.
WANTED A chambermaid at .121 Va
West Railroad.
reReferences
quired.
WANTEL At- once, a girl who un-Tderstands starching.
Imperial
Laundry Co.
WANTED At once, six good carpenters; steady Jobs and 'good wages.
Also cooks, waitresses, yard men,
etc. Colburn's Employment Agency.
WANTED
Uentleman-secondhand clothing. No. 618 South Flrt
street, south of viaduct. Send address and will call. It. j. Sweeney,
proprietor.
AGENTS WANTED.
MEN AND WOMEN ARB MAKING
$10 to $25 a day selling our embroidery goods. No capital or experience required. Why not youT
Write for samples and exclusive
agency.
U. S.
EMBROIDERY
WORKS. Omaha, Neb.
FOR KENT.
FOR RENT A house at 314 East
Cromwell nvenue. $15.
FOR
KENT Furnished
rooms.
Grant building, 303
Railroad
avenue.
rOR RENT Three rooms for light
housekeeping;
$12.
Inquire at
488 North Second street.
"
FOR RENT For two months, six
room furnished home, close In; all
modern conveniences.
Inquire M
Mnndell or Scott Knight.
RENT Five room
house.
tun
partially furnished, electric light
ana Dath, low rent. 209 North Sec-onstreet. Apply to F. H. Btron g,
y
ou hen i A six room
DricK nouse, corner
of Seventh
street and TUeraa avenue. Inquire
at Champion Grocery. 624 West Tl- jerasi avenue.
itJiiNr
house In
ruit
good repair, corner of Railroad
avenue and Hill street. Low rent
to a permanent tenant.. Inquire of
--

a

PERSONAL

PROPERTY

LOANS.

MONEY to LOAN
Furniture,
Pianos. Organ.
Horses. Wagons and other Chattels;
nlso on SALARIES
AND
WAREHOUSE RECEIPTS, as low as $lt
and as high as $200. Loans arc
quickly made and strictly
private.
Time: One month to one year given.
Goods remain In your possession.
Our rates are reasonable. Call and
see us before borrowing.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
Steamship tickets to and from all
parts of the world.
Rooms 8 and 4. Grant Bldg.
315 West Railroad Ave.
PRIVATE OFFICES.
Open Evenings.
On

You Waited
Too Long
nnd wo sold that snap to another
party who took time by Uio forelock.
Wo Iinve one or two more almost
as
Boxl though Come in nnd ask about
them.

POR TERFIELD CO.
216 West Gold Ave.

d

PROFESSIONAL

two-stor-

CARDS

LAW ITERS.

Ira SI. Bond.
ATTORNEY AT LAW.
2 F.St..
N. Tf Washington, D, C.
Pensions,
land patents.
convrlcrhta
letter patents, trade marks, caveats.
claims!
J. r . L,uthy.
. I). Bryan.
H.
ATTO HN'E Y AT LAW. AlbuquerrOU RENT Five-roorurnished
house, also two and three room que, N. M. Office, First National
flats, very reasonable to good ten Bank building.
ants. Apply at 415 West Railroad
E. W. Dobson.
avenue.
ATTORNEY AT UW.
Office.
' . ur.- - i .Nine-acr- e
ranch, on Cromwell block. Albunuernm. N. M.
Mountain
road;
houte,
DENTISTS.
large chicken yard, 6 acres In .il- ralfa, 2 acres In fruit t".'.s.
In
H.
J, E. KRAFT,
quire at this office.
lcntnl Surgeon.
FOR RENT 1003 South Fourth
2 and J. Barnett bulldina.
Rooms
near street car and shops; new over O'RIelly'a
Dv,
druir store
brick, 3 large elegant rooms and No.
744. Appointments mod. k
n
ciosets;
porches, city
screened
mull.
water;
cheap.
Inquire LljyJ
Edmund 0. Alger, D. D. S.
zo.-jiiitisiiKir,
i, old avenue.
No. 30S Railroad avenim
wi.
iNicciy lurinshed rooms hours, 9 a. m., to 12:30 p. m.; 1:30
rjiv ur..M
i.ou per week and up; also nice p. m. 10 6 p. m. Both nhones
Ap- rooms for light housekeeping $1.00 polntments
made by mall.
per week and up, furnished with
stove and cooking utensils
and
v. jii. MltlUDAN. M. I
dishes. The Minneapolis House, Homeopathic
Physician and Surtteon.
624 South Second street, AlbuquerOccidental Life Building. Teleque, N. M.
phone 886. Albuaueraue. N. iw
I'OH SAM'.
K. L. HUST.
FOlTsALE A good big cowT wllf be
Office,
N. T. Armijo Bldg.
fresh soon. See George K. Neher.
Tuberculosis treated with m.h
FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE A Frequency Electrical
Current
mil
Yost typewriter,
See The Cltl Germicide. Treatments given each
zen.
day from 8 a. m. to 4 p. m. Trained
FOR SALE A snap If taken before nurse in attendance. Roth
the 6th. The furniture of a nice,
UN DEIiTAKKH.
clean rooming house, close in; 10
rooms. See J. D. Emmons.
the Auto, phone 316.
Colo.. t?
Furniture man.
A. BORDERS.
FOR
SALE The Claude Girard Commercial Club building.
Rlaek
property on Mountain road, first
or White hearse, $5.
house west of acequla, near Six"
"
A KC1UTEOTS
teenth street. Inquire on premises
or at 300 North Proadway.
Spencer!
F. W.
7
Rooms
Bar.
FOR SALE At the "Variety"
you
building. Albuaueraue. N. nr
will find fine home made bread, 6c nett
Both phones.
a loaf; doughnuts,
pies, baked
beans, soup and other good things
CIVIL EXGEVEER.
stlrctly home made. Phone 710.
Mrs. Downs, 66 South Arno St.
J. It. Faro-ell- .
Room 23. N. T. Armijo building.
IIAIK DRESSER ATO CIIIKOPO.
NOTARY PUBLIC.
DIST.
Mrs. Bambini, at her parloru, No.
Tlios. K. D. Maddlson.
Office with W. B. Chllders.
209 West Railroad avenue. Is prt- 117
pared to give thorough scalp treat- West Gold avenue.
ment, do hair dressing, treat corns,
J. S. BAG LEY
bunions and Ingrowing nails. She
gives massage treatment and mani
Accountant.
curing. Mrs. Bambini's own prepara
Books checked up. small sets of
tion of complexion cream builds up books kept up; grocers", butchers'.
the skin and Improves the complex- and physicians' books looked after
ion,, and is guaranteed not to be In- and collections made. Able corns of
jurious. She also prepares a hair assistants. Rooms 44, Barnett block.
tonic that cures and prevents dan
Cause of Stomach Trouble.
druff and hair falling out; restorel
When a man has trobule with his
life to dead hair; removes moles. stomach
you may know that he is
warts and superfluous hair. Also a eating more
he should or of
face powder, a freckle cure and pim some article than
food or drink not
ple cure and pile cure. All of these suited to his of
age or occupation, or
preparations are purely vegetable that his bowels are habitually
compounds. Have just added a vi- constipated.
ITake
Chamberlain's
brator machine for treatment of Stomach and Liver Tablets to regu
scalp, face and cure of wrinkles. It late the bowels and Improve the
Is also used for rheumatism, pains digestion and see if the trouble does
not disappear. Ask for a free samand massage.
ple. Sold by all druggists.
RHEUMATIC FOLKS.
NOTICE FOR PCiiLICATIO.V.
Are You Sure Your Kidneys arr Well? Department
of the Interior, Land Of
Many rheumatic attacks are due to
fice at Santa Fe, N. M.
uric acid in the blood. But the duty
January 29. 1907.
of the kidneys is to remove all uric
Notice Is hereby given that San
acid from th blood. Its presence there
snows me Kidneys are inactive. Don't tiago Garcia, of Chllill, N. M.. has
dally with "uric acid solvents." You filed notice of his Intention to
mk
might go on till doomsday with them, final five-yebut until you cure the kidneys you his claim, viz: proof In support of
Homestead
Entry
No.
will never get well.
Doan's Kidney
Pills not only remove uric acid, but 6591 made October 2, 1901, for the
cure the kidneys ami then all danger SEVi NWH. KM SWVi and SW
SEK, Section 3. Township 8 N, Range
from uric at Id Is ended.
Anselmo Armijo. living at 124 Cer- - 6 E, and that said proof will be made
rlllos street. Santa Fe. N. M.. says: before II. W. & Otero, United States
For several years my wife suffered a
Commissioner at Albuquerque,
great deal from backache, pain in Court
on March 5, 1907.
the back of her head and rheumatism. N. M names
He
the following witnesses
.Medicines that she used proved of lit
to
prove
his continuous residence uptle or no avail until she commenced
on,
and cultivation of, the land, viz:
with Doan's Kidney Pills, which we
had the good fortune to learn of and
Manuel Y. Acunia. Antonio Sandoprocured
,i box n.t Ireland's I'hor-niacval, Julian Lucero and Jose Mora all
The genuineness of this medi of Chllill. N. M.
cine as a cure for the kidneys was
MANTEL R. OTERO.
imply proven In her case. After using
Register.
nve boxes she was a well woman uid
good
has enjoyed
health ever since.
I
make this statement unsolicited be- OKFR K OF CHIEF QUARTERMASing prompted to do so that 1 may
TER, Denver, Colo., March 1, 19o7.
show my appreciation of this remedy,
Sealed proposals in triplicate will be
Doan's Kidney Bills."
here until 11 a. m.. on April
For sale by all deallers. Price f.Oe received
Foster-Milbur- n
y.. 2. 1907, for transportation of military
Co.. Buffalo, N.
supplies, routes Nos. 1, z, 3, 4, D and
sole agents for the I'nited Suites.
Remember the name I loan's- - and 6, and for drayage at Denver. Colo.,
and Phoenix, Ariz., during the fiscal
lake no other.
year commencing July 1, 1&07. Information furnished on application.
GRAZING LAND
Envelopes containing proposals should
be marked: "Proposals for TransporFor Large Sheep Ranch.
tation on Route No.
" addressed
The best land proposition for sheep l". A. H. McCAl LEY, Chief Q M
ever offered in t lie southwest
JU 000 to 45.000 acres in fcolid Uidy in ('liainlM-rlalii'Colic,
Cholera ami
Diarrhoea Remedy.
central New Mexico.
Fine grass,
This
remedy
perAbsolutt-lwater and shelter.
has been in .- f r
over thirty years and has proved itAll taxes paid.
fect title.
Moderate price.
Half mortgage if desired. self to be the most successful remedy yet discovered for bowel comI.. B. PICIM i:, Santa IV. V M.
plaints. I! never fails.
(,.. ,,'1
druggists.
'AID FIVE DAYS
LABOR KIR BANANA
"Dobe" Jucksou was a routed tliis
SubMribe for The Evening tiUttiu
morning on a charge of stealing a banana from the confectionery store of
F. W. Phillips and was given five days MOTT'S
PENNYROYAL
PILLS
on the streets says the Optic.
His
many friends were surprised to see
Ul1 wa
iuii., in.
him wielding a shovel today. "Dobe."
ai.J bunas l ama
., u.iiua.-Jin- .
.. .uvl Wwvi.,.,ia
says the banana was a small one too.
Hit,
WODianbwu.l.
tflrUtl
and besides lie gave it back liefore
of urpau. aoj boOJ. So
Judge Brown said stealing was stealrnn-ijanttn (ami..!
f.,r .inwt H,iaia
ing.
di I,
air
iS
a pira.ur. S inn
I prr
.""(!!.'..
( lira
witt
SttbM'j-ibfor Tle Evening Citizen.
FOR SAilC BY
"ANN A .ON
m
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Poison, and

An Act Of Mercy?

itndrr
IE-NIH-

H

Special

'orrcspnnd'ncc.

Did Mm.
York, Mur.
!wWallau
glvo poison to her
4.

Leo-Ixi-

aged
mother, Mm. Ida Bauer Binge? If
njie
give the mother, to whom
so. did
she was devoted nml who was praying for de:ith, poison a an net of humanity n.ml mercy?
Mm. Wallau la under arrest pending ii coroner's Inquiry. She denies
that she poisoned her mother. There
are those, who, while not conceding j
i mix
Mrs. vvnnau gave jvim. innge
a fatal ilose of anytmng. suggest that
if nhf really did It w;i while Knocked
and distressed beyond measure by her
mother's suffering from cancer, and
with the Idea of performing an act
of humanity and love, others suggest that Mrs. Hinge, to escape lier
agony, deliberately polsnneil herself.
Hiahloridn of nuercury was found
in Mrs. Binge's body after death. An
autopsy was held after two professional nurses communicated thelr suspicions to the authorities.
Itichlorlde
of mercury tablets were used In the
wick room.
Counwd for the defense will
not
even admit that death was due to
pouwm. They say that six other
causes of death have been Indicated.
n if supposed that Mrs. Binge took
the poison in champagne which was
Riven her as part of her regular diet.
UnMI the Inquiry is ended the household servants are held under ball as
witnesses. Mm. Wallau's husband Is
a bronze powder importer of 68 East

street

SOth

The district attorney's office is
looking up other motives aliened ito
ho possible, other than that of
the merciful execution of
the Incurably 111.
Mm. Ringe was very wealthy. Her
estate has been estimated as worth
J3.D09.000 or more.

CITIZEN.

though he hns already Mmwn himself
the most forceful an. convincing
speaker on the house n mr, as well
as a leader of the party organization,
the speech which he triad., In favor
of council bill No. C5 surpassed all
his previous efforts.
There Is no
doubt that the Anrumrvit he made
changed several votes mi the measure In the brief lime lie consummed
in steaklng.
"I regret exceedingly that the gentleman from Lincoln till not see fit
to name the public ofll. i.,i t0 which
he referred and to point out one
single provision of thH bin which
Eire to a public official any privilege
a cltJien in or out of public life does
not have. In the very first section f
this measure gentlemen I cnll your
attention to the words 'anv official or
any person may Invoke this law, la
this special legislation ?
"This law, gentlemei m designed,
lo use a slang phrase,
t KVe
an even break to all i toons, and,
contrary to the staterm :! .,f the gentleman from Lincoln, mWezr.lement
does not enter into It :r. ill.
"I will ask him:
Cai n,,t the account of any public "''i, i.il be disputed without some
moii having
embezzled the funds?
"I want to state that us the present
law exists on our statute books, the
county or the territory has all tho
best of It. An nllli'lal or person whose
accounts are In dispute is
Such a person ran not timve hand or
foot to straighten out sueh accounts.
"No, gentlemen, he must wait until
such a time as those nMkers who
represent the government bring suit
to straighten out those accounts. If
such otllcers ever do bring suit, and
In the meantime he triu-- i be subject
and submit to the basest slurs upon
his honesty and Integrity at the hands
of his enemies and the press of th's
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IN NEW YOUK,
TIIAT SHE ADMINISTER-POISON
WEAITHY WOMAN
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THE POLICY OF THIS STORE
Is to clean up stock once

yearly and open season
with new goods.
The Name
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Not only means the Best
Shoes but it stands equally
for honest advertising.
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a fatal drug.

WHO
'

The attending physl- -'
cian would not hear to her pleas, al- though she offered to sign all Borts
of papers exonerating him and tak- ing the full responsibility of the act.
1117H Kit MOTIVI'.S
I.OVE AXI
The late arctic explorer, John Hall,
SAYS!
SIIK
n,I
,T"
was Miss Hall's father In a will con- '.Xv!1'
test she took occasion to express at
her theory In court. She said
she would have gone willingly to the

..'

IS
AX

I X DKIl

AltlCFM

i

,M1 mv ,vm T,,K

x

x i :v
A,sl- -

electric chair If she could have done
this act of humanity and mercy for
her mother.
she declares she carries a bottle of
chloroform with her every time, she
undertakes a railroad Journey so that
in case of a wreck she could admln- ister It to nny Infortunate pinned
der the debris, or to herself if she
should suffer that plight.
th

9m

All Other Shoes at 10
Per Cent Discount

vorably with amendments house bill
No. 54. an act relative to malpractice
PSof law by attorneys.
The same committee reported favorably on council bill No. 65, an act
PASSED for the settlement of disputed accounts of public ofllcers.
' The same committee
reported unfavorably on house bill No. S9, an act
relative to the bonds of insurance
Measure Defended by Repre- companies, and recommended the
passage of the substitute bill.
The same eommitee reportd favorsentative Molt Is Ably
ably with annulments house bill No.
104 an act relative to the administraDelivered Speech.
tion of estates of deceased persons
and for other purposes.
The committee on enrolled and enNEW BILLS ARE INTRODUCED grossed bills Mr. Abbott, ch, airman,
reported the following bills had bem
duly enrolled and engrossed.
These
were then signed by the speaker,
Important Legislation Now on bills
as follows:
House bill No. 68. an act assenting
Docket Receiving Careful
in an act of congress providing on
increased annual appropriation for an
Consideration.
agricultural experimental station at
the College of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts, Mesilla I'ark, N. M.;
THE IIOCSE.
house bill No. 56 an, act, fixing the
Twenty-eight- h
Day Friday After- time
for holding the sessions of the
noon.
Owing to a caucus of the republi- district court In the First Judicial disMISS ANNA. HALL, IXriXXATI.
trict;
substitute for council hill
can members, the house did not No. 12,house
for the encourageShci champions the theory of mermeet until 4 p. m. on Friday, Speaker ment of an act sugar
beet
factories, et..;
cifully assisting ileath of suffering In Baca in the chair.
The" chaplai.i
for house bill No. 33, an
curables.
offered the Invocation and the chief substitute
act
to
the transfer of real
clerk read the roll, all answering estaterelative
records in Colfax and Union
Special Correspondence.
Albuquerque People Present.
present except Mr. Dennl.ston,
exbill No. 5, an act
counties;
house
Clneinnwtl.
Mar.
4. One woman cused, and Mr. I,ueero y Montoya,
to Jurisdiction of Justices 3f
relative
who expresses deepest sympathy for absent owing to illness.
Silver City Herd In ProsThe JourMrs. Leopold Wallau. New York,
nal of the previous session was real the peace.
is under arrest pending inquiry who
The following bills were lntri- into in Spanish and approved, upon moperous Condition.
her mother's death, which, It Is al- tion duly seconded and carried.
uuced:
on linance.
leged, wan caused by poison, is Auss
House hill Xo. 150, by Mr. Holt, an
Mr. Abbott, of Santa Fe, presented
bill Xo. 3H. an act to amen i
Council
Anna Hall, of this city, champion of two petitions favoring
net relative to the organization of section 17M9 of the l.iws of 1SU7, relathe passage of "orpoi
the theory that persons In pain from
The ninth annua ball of Silver I'ltv
utlons for mining purpose. tive to territorial iiproprlatons. Keeducational bill.
The petitions
an incurable disease should oe as- the
No. 413, held In llell hall lout
were referred to the committee on The hill was renj the llrt and sec- ferred to the committee on territorial Lodge
sisted to the peace of death by rela- education
Friday
night, was probably the most
ond time by title and ordered trans- affairs.
without reading.
tives or friends. Miss Hall has atever given In the history of
successful
lated,
printed
and
to
referred
;!7. an act for the
the
hill
Xo.
bill
House
No.
Council
by
105,
Mr.
Walters,
tempted to have the Ohio legislature
local order, says the Silver City
on Judiciary.
protection of public bridges. Keferred me
enact a law legalizing merciful ex- an act providing for the inspection of committee
Enterprise.
The floor was in splendid
House bill No. 151, by Mr. Holt, an to the committee on roads and hlu'i shape, the Fort
bees and creating the otllce of
ecution of this sort.
liayard orchestra nevrelative to domain for minhiK ways.
which was the special or- act
er
"piped
more
"If Mrs. Wallau will admit that der of
tuneful lavs" ujid
purposes.
wus
4
bill
The
read
the
llr.t
bill
Xo.
the day, was
Council
an
act
relative
she ga.v the poison while her mother
to
William Jtoso never catered to u
was suffering all the agonies of In- the committee, on territorial affairs, and second time by title and ordered to annual reports by corporations.
hungrier
or
crowd. The hall
curable cancer. I am sure that in- upon motion of Mr. Walters, second- translated, printed and referred to Keferred to the lomiultte on Judici presented a radiant scene, the austere
the committee on judiciary.
ary.
stead of regarding her as a monster ed and carried.
evening dress of the gentlemen en
House bill Xo. 152, by Mr. Holt, an
all thinking people will realize that
The committee on Judiciary, Mr.
Council bill No. f. 1. an act relative hauclng by contract the beauty of the
she was actuated by the highest mo- Holt, chairman, reported favorab'y act regulating the sale of commercial to the duties of tin- auditor.
Supper
Ke gowns worn by the. ladles.
The bill was read ferred to the committee on Judiciary was served al midnight in the Matives of love anil humanity," Bays Miss on council BUDstiiute ror council bill feeding stuffs.
Hist
the
and second time by title ani
Hall.
No. 11, an act for the assessment
Council hill Xo. 61, an act relative sonic lodge room after which dancing
Miss Hall, when her own mother sleeping cars, but recommended sevof ordered translated, printed and
to the qualifications f witnesses. Ke- was resumed until the program wm
was dying of cancer, sought to
to the committee on Judiciary. ferred to the committee on Judiciary. "danced out." There was twenty-fou- r
give eral amendments.
her perpetual relief by administering
House bill Xo. 153. by Mr. Mullens,
The same committee reported fa
Council bill No. 7". an act to amend numbers on the program. The com
an act to amend section 3213 of the section 1, chapter :. of the acts
of mittees to whose labors is due the
of the bull, were as follows:
compiled laws of 1897, relative to the thirty-fourt- h
legislative assembly success
Commlittee on Arrangements
Will
gaming.
bill
was
The
read the first relative to railroads.
There is NOTHING Too and second time and ordered
Keferred .. iam
II. Newcomb, William J. Hose, F.
transthe committee on r;i.. roads.
GOOD for the 4 American
Jones,
1.
A.
C.
F. Iee,
Shoemaker.
lated, prined and referred o he comMr. Holt annouiiiod a meeting of
Reception Committee Exalted
people that's why we started mittee on Judiciary.
the Judiciary committee for 9:30 a.
K. A. Ijiyne, 1'ant Exalted Ruler
155,
by
Xo.
hill
House
Mr.
m .Saturday, and ot the linance comto make Cascarets CanJy an act tixing the time for holding Holt,
liichard I'. Jtarnes, l'awt Exalted Itul-e- r
dismittee at 2:30 i. m on the same day.
William H. Jack. l'iut Exalted
Cathartic. The first box made trict court in Otero and other counUpon motion of Mr. Uallegos, duly Ruler
James A. Shipley, l'ast Exaltits appearance in 1896,and the ties. The bill was read the lirst and seconded and currb !. the house then ed Ituler
For the
Ike Hol.man, l'ast Exalted
time by title and In full on Its adjourned until 2 p in. Monday.
enthusiastic endorsement of second
Ruler
William II. Newcomti, l'ast Exlliird reading.
Mr. llolt explained
R. M. Turner. 1'ajit Exalt
alted
Ituler
the people has been bestowed
that this bill wax introduced to cored Ituler William S. Cox, l'asA ExaltHow to Kcnuiu Youns.
upon Cascarets ever since. rect an error in a bill which had
ed Ruler Harry J. Murgess,
previously passed both the house and
To continue youi in health and leading Knight E. M. young.Esteemed
Esteem- The sale today is at the the
He then moved
N. F. Hon an, eil Loyal Knight J. E. While, Esteemcouncil.
the strength, do as M
rate of OVER A MILLION passage of the hill whic h motion pre- - McUonough. (la.,
1.
She says: ed lecturing Knight
C Shoemaker,
BOXES A MONTH, proving that the American people recog-niz- c, vailed by a viva voce vote.
"Three bottle of i:! trie Kilters cur--- r Secretary Howard H. Hetts.
I:
d
me
bill
Xo.
of
156
was
and
House
stomach
chronic
Introduced
O.
C.
Committee
Hlnman,
that what is BEST FOR THEM is none too good.
by Mr. Studley an act defining the' trouble complicated witii such
an M. rlor
E. Cory, C. W. Marriott. S.un Eck- terms of district courts, and for other! unhealthy condition of the blood
J. R. Hicks. James Dcegan. Lou
Why this enormous patronage ?
purposes.
was read the flm that my skin turn.
red as flannel. II. Hrown, it. 1'. Thompson. O.
The answer is simple: Cascarets are pure, Jean, sweet, lime tiy titleTheandbill ordered
Myhre.
I am now practical':. 20 years young
translated
Among those from out of town who
printed and referred to the commit' er than before I t K Ulectrlc Hitmild, fragrant, harmless but effective little tablets for the treaton Judiciary.
ters. I can now do nil my work with were noticed on the floor were Mr. and
ment and cure of Constipation and all Bowel Troubles. They teeHouse
Mrs.
my
ease
bill Xo. 157, by Mr. Truiillo
and assist In
husband's MisH Thomas Lyons und daughter,
are put up in neat little enamel boxes, easy to buy, easy to an act with
Ysatiel Campbell, of Gila Farm.
reference to community store."
iuaranter.l at all dealers, Mr.
ami Mrs. ( . o. Myhre ami guest.
ditches.
The bill was read the lir.Ct I'rlce 60c.
Larry (in vest-pockeasy
or
purse),
to
easy
and
take
of
action,
.Miss
not Galloway, of Tyrone: Mrs.
second time by title and ordered
always -- eliable, always the same, they "work while you sleep" and
T. S. l'arker and niece. Miss Hart, of
translated, printed and referred to
NOTICE I'OK I'l HLICATION.
Tyrone; Havid Hayes, of Tyrone; Mr.
and wake you up feeling; fine in the morning;.
the committee on Judiciary.
Mrs. L. Carter and daughter, Mrs.
House bill .No. lis, by Mr. Heirera. department of the Interior, United and
Frank Reed, of Comanche Camp; Mr.
TVy not only regulate the movement and stimulate the muscu!ar
an act declarlnR in force chanter 11
rf
or (ilia farm; Mr. Markely, of
i;oy,
States
Offlo:.
Land
but they keep the ENTIRE CANAL CLEAN and antiseptic, feeing
of the laws of 1SSJ7. relative to land
the Hear Creek Angora goat ranch;
Santa Fe, N. M , Jan. 25, 1907.
o.:t and destroying all disease germs that breed in the accumulated fili'i unless
The bill was read the lirst
Krauts.
Ned
mother of Topeka, Kan
l'isR.ami
Notice la hereby t .en that Eduar-d- o sas; M.
promptly and regularly discharged. Therefore, they are a great prcvciuwc of and second time by title and ordered
Mallou of the Mantras: Miss
V.
M.,
may
translated,
Chlllll.
ha
be
filed
of
printed
Carter
taken continuously as a precautionary measure.
and referred tj
A It
dciiie.and
of Long Heach, Cal.; Mrs. II.
the committee on territorial affairs.
notice of his lntentl- - i to make final r . kn
Cnpp, of Albunueroue; Mrs. H. It.
The new Pure Drugs Act, adopted by Congress on June 30, IGO'i ! :n
the report of the committee on Ju- proof In support of his Hunter, of Iiougla.s; Miss Louis I'owe,
dlclary on amended council bill No. claim, via: llomest id entry No. or wnue signal; Mr. and Mrs. W. H.
enect January 1. 1907. is a GOOD LAW and means better and PUHEIJ
5 .an act for the settlement
for the American People. We endorse it and will live up to it
Jack of Oak Grove; Miss Dora Titus,
of dls- - 6762
Jan. 2. 1 02. for the EV4 of
it
puted accounts by public otllcers. was NE Vi ,made
Rita; Warren Klner, of Fler- SPIRIT and LETTER, an easy task, as we have always been actua;:'
Sec. 12. Tp.
B.. NWVi ro: S.int.1
adopted
by
Miss Minnie Mc( illiichy, of Domupon
house,
the
motion xw
by r.ie same principles and no changes are required in our formula or pack- - of Air.
7
an,l
See
'
'
Holt, duly seconded and tar- - .
.T, ing, "lid J. T. Murray, of Central.
.i
8.?," Jian
led. Two minor amendments In th 6'
We adopted OUR OWN PURE DRUG LAW in 1896 when the first
"1 be made htfore H. W. 8.
XOTKT! I'OK PUBLICATION.
wording of the bill recommended by I10'
bo cf Caicarets came on the market and have lived and worked and pro-i...- a
the committee were read and. upon otero. United State court commls-motioDepartment
1
of the Interior, Ijind Cif- under it ever since.
duly seconded and carried, Blner, at Albuquerque, N. M., on
tlce at Santa Fe, Ne.v Mexico.
a record of nearly 100,000.000 boxes said, Cascarets STAND
they were adopted.
The bill as March 6, 1907.
1907.
Feb.
th? greats in PURITY. QUALITY and MEDICINAL MERIT t'.isa ci y amended was then read in full tin' He names the f. owing witnesses
Notice Is hereby given 'nat Vicente
o'.i-.tthird time preparatory to Its passage, to prove his coi :iuous residence Herreia,
preparation for Bowel trouble in all the world.
t.'hillll, N. Al., has tiled
of
Mr. Holt moved that amended coun- - upon, and cultivuil 'i of. the land, notice of his Intention to make tinal
live-yeMr siaEreat rEument for any one, to try Cascare'5 AT ell bill No. 65 "do now pass."
S0uUldub
proof in suiiort of his
-.
claim, viz: Homestead Kntry No.
wt'f.ii',nlje.,h,'a.,;a UI'?n
!in1M,':ihw
Some
Miguel
lMblo
people
,MiTiB2ii?rtM
Apodaca,
have
tleldonado.
CHKONI
f0Vr
by
,
.,
;
the
v.
r,,m
made
with all the
December 31, 1901. for
tmm
derived
. on
tiai
c. .
He 111:11 .. a ki , h ..r
:iker.
1 IMAL
the the SK' SW'i anil lot 6, Sec. 6.
CONSTIPATION from carelessne,, n.H n,Vw. iT-- nn r'.. sl,.
'""c
of
M.
Chlllll,
N.
ItiiKth,
declaring
this measure was
and NKH NW'4 ami lots 1 ami 2,
'.ay body has OCCASIONAL CONSTIPATION
MANUEL 11. OTERO.
special legialation for one man an.i
Sec. 7, Township
N. Range 7 K,
I r, t ntly taken care of is liable to reju'.t in
its degeneration into the wor:o
Register,
rank discrimination against the pel- -'
and that said proof will be made because
and
great
sufienng
t.'rrsCcsc-retpie of the territory.
and perhaps death.
Mr. Holt chul-- :
fore 11. W. S. Otero, 1'. S. Court Coms,
if taken paiUntiy ana reu'.arly. will remedy all cf t'ic;e
lengrd him to name "any one man"
missioner, at Albuquerque, N. M., on
I 'oUllll ill 41 it.
.. .v..
D. 1907.
troubles, but if taken promptly :t tht very fi.--it sign
was
bill
for
which
this
special
a
beneirre-J A. Harmon. .: I.I.cmore. West April
hr.
He names the following witnesses
Mr.
Hudspeth
cf ilit bowels, will (.t e ti.j
and
tit.
Weakened
hl
Vu , says:
t
PREVENTIVE
have
ver di.- ovcKd
found
"At
the
to prove his continuous residence upargument by not naming the person perfect pill tli.it
will keD all the tr.ach.nery running in good order.
ver disappoints on,
:i5
ami cultivation of. the land, vU:
to whom lu; referred, if such 11 perme; and for tin- of ulh'-rielit
o
Francisco Garcia, Lus Martin,
V.'e sc.ise you to get a little 10;: box of Caicarets
son
After a Hood of demo- attllcted
id
liver and
with
ani crry craticexisted.
Ignacio
Rel
all of
peopU"
"for
the
.c .1 your purse or vest pocket. Take cne when you feel
phrases,
Mr. chronic constlpjti
will ay: take Chilili. N. and
al
anything
M.
Hudspeth closed his speech with at lr. King's New l.u rills" Guar-"- c
v ''2
rt.yAOvU,r0W,els' Ycur own
t
the little bjx, tr..!cr
MAM'KL R. OTERO,
VJdruggists,
appeal against the passage of the bill. anteed
U .HANTi of satisfaction cr money reiunied. All
at
tory
deal- u
all
satisf
Register.
10c, 2.'c, 50c.
Mr. Holt was next to speak.
Al- - era.
There will be a regular meeting of

DIDPUTED ACCOUNTS

B1LUS

M

3000 Pairs Men's
Fine Shoes

territory.
"The law does not give him the
right to bring a suit to have those ac-

counts audited so that he may clear
his name before his fellow men. No,
he can have no recourse but to submit as best he may to all that muy
be said to his detriment.
"Gentlemen, the great congress t
the United States has created the
United States court of claims for the
expressed purpose of rich' ig a similar wrong.
The humblest citizen of
this great country may go before that
court and there bring suit ugainst
that great government which we ill
love so dearly.
Are the people of
New Mexico not entitled t.i as much?"
Mr. Kuppo made a reply In which
he said that the people of Hernallllo
county had troubles enough of their
own without mixing into the troubles
of one olllclal. His opposition to the
bill consisted In
what
had been much more ably said by Mr.
Hudspeth.
Mr. Heach said the only objection
he had to the bill was that it was
limited to one year by an amendment
tacked onto it in the council.
He
said It should go on the statute books
to be In force without limitation.
Mr. Holt's motion to pass the bill
was then put.
The bill passed the
house by a vote of 16 tiyes to 6 nays,
Mr. Pennlston and Mr. l.ucero being
absent with lenve.
Those voting no
were Messrs. Abbott .of Colfax; Hudspeth, Moran, Mullens, Uuppe and
Walters.
Mr. Abbott, of Santa Ke, moved to
reconsider the vote by which hou'-bill No. 64, an act relative to the Intoxication of minors, passed th;
house. This motion prevailed.
Mr.
Abbott then moved to reconsider the
vote by which Mr. Holt's amendment
Xo this bill making It also applicable
to adults, was adopted.
This mo.
Mr. Abbott then
lion also prevailed.
moved that the amendment by Mr.
Holt be stricken from the bill.
M:.
Holt stated that while he still favored his amendment, that he was willing that it should be stricken from
the bill because Mr. Abbott opposed
It so strenuously.
The house then
voted to strike out the amendment.
Mr. Abbott then moved that the bill
as originally drafted "do now pae
this house." The motion prevaled b
viva voce vote.
The following bills were read the
first and second time by title and referred to the proper committees:
Council bill No. 7, an act provl
punishment for certain crimes.
Keferred to the committee on Jull- ciarv
Amended council bill Xo. 33. an
act relative to the assessment and
collection of taxes.
Keferred to

CHAPLIN

fit V fi, ? k I

Our window display will give you
an inkling of the shapes that stylish
dressers will wear, but come in and care
fully inspect the shoes themselves. We feel
confident that if you are a man who
wants the best money can buy we will
have your trade.

Wm. CHAPLIN

SHOE STORE

SILVER CITY ELKS
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PLOWS & ALL KINDS OF FARM MACHINERY
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Iron and Brass Castings; Ore. Coal and Lumber Cars- Shaftings. Pulleys, Grade Bars. Babbit Metal; Columns ani Iron
Fronts for Buildings.
Ropmlr on Mining mn mill Mmohlnory m Bpoolmlty
Foundry east side of railroad track.
Albuquerque, N. M.
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LIVERY. SALE. FEED AND
TRANSFER STABLES.
Horses and Mules Bought and

Thos. F. Keleher
ii:voi:s

paint
ri:iv Spiart
Ktx't.

One (Gallon Covers

p.vi.Mirrro

Mops Leaks,

tllM)

hoof
I,uu 1'lvetaint
Years.
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408 Wott Jlallroad Avnut
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BEST TOURNOUTS IN THE CITY
Second Street, between Rullroad und
Mr. I
N. Walker, editor of that
Copper Avenue.
sphy journal, tile Enlei pi ise, Ijouisa.
'a.. sas. "I i. in a nail In my fool
last week and at once applied lluck-leii'- s
TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
No iiiilaiiimatlon
Arnica Salve
Take LAXATIVE BKOMO vlulnlne follow..!
healed the
Tablets. Druggists refund money if Hound " thela salve
eieiy oiv, burn and
V. GROVE'S skin
It falls to cure. E.
liuaiaiileed al all
k'lgnature Is oo each toi. 25c.
dealt-- y.
Jic.
.
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THE ALBUQUERQUE

Kvrry indication enone tnan in the city's upbuilding.
courages the assertion that within the present year
mny see her population increased fully 6,000
or 7. "i above the present number.

CITIZEN

Published Dally and Weekl.
.

nv The Citizen Publishing Company
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"ONLY A WORKING GIRL"

!

By Beatrice Fairfax.
The great scientist nnd engineer gave a cry of Jny,
V. T. McCltKItiHT,
says an exchange.
Ho had Just solved the problem of
W. 8. BTKICKI.F.lt,
Huslness Manager.
"Only a working girl!" Tho abovo
how trains could be made to run at the rate of S00 miles
President.
laughingly from the lips of ono
an hour.
"The ppeed will be wonderful," ho cried. cnnie
of Chicago's
most beautiful and
It."
"And
that?"
can
In
beat
world
things
the
"Only
one
GOOD MEASURE
aristocratic women In explanation of
v
racy
scandal."
of
bit
"A
they
asked.
a snub administered to a lady whom
organ Is giving murii
The morning
she was pleased to designate as "only
a worging girl." Yes, she was only a
of Its spare In fart, column after column to abuse of
working girl, but she was also a lady,
th bill, known us council bill No. 6ii, for the settlement
HAS THE WOMAN OR THE MAN
and one far the superior of the woThis abuse
of disputed accounts of public officers.
man who considered herself bettfr
to the friends of the measure as well as to the
BETTER TIME IN THIS LIFE?
than she,
low-

oooocooooooooo

.MONDAY,

WHY DID WE SELL SEVENTEEN LARGE
RUGS LAST WEEK?
Because we have the prettiest line of Axministers, Wiltons, Velvets and Brussels in
the territory.

x&ocoxxxxxxxxoxcoxckcoxx

and
measure itself, and consists merely In
rehashing the exceedingly absurd but chnracteristlng opposition of the pmall democratic minority In the house,
nomocracy has not for years If It ever did at all ha
the 'ability to otter anything constructive. It I emiIts watch cry Is, "I
nently and essentially destructive.
object!" T' pull down, tu destroy the existing, and to
prevent by obstruction any advance, seems to be theseT-rhose- n
In congress. In the legisdestiny of that party.
latures, the same irlnciple Is exhibited, the same cours-pursued.
four in number In thi
Of course, the democrats
New .Mexico legislature can act In no different manner
Anything
from their party throughout the country.
proimsed by the republicans must be opposed by the
democrats else they would 'not be democrats and them-fornot in the legislature. When all other grounds ot
opposition fail, then the democrat must cry graft, corruption, personal I. sislat Ion. and then impugn the motives of those who support the measure.
Such being the democratic practice, It Is no sulijeC.
of surprise that the morning paper of this city, which
follows at their heels, jumping and yelping as they snao,
their Angers, .should recast the democratic objection-adding to them the malevolence of Its own hate.
It is
Yet council bill No. 6Ti is a good measure.
wise, needed and unobjectionable in every particular.
It has been passed In both house with practical unanimity by the majority, and the only thinjf that could 1"
suld against It was the false and absurd assertion that it
Such
was Intended for the benefit of II. O. Uursum.
charge Is not only unfounded but Is an absolute and
gratuitous insult to the courts of New Mexico, a rellec-tlo- n
upon the Judiciary of the territory, whether so intended or Dot by those making the senseless assertion.
The proposed law will allow tiny official whose accounts are disputed to take his case into court nnd have
It settled by the methods employed in settling other mats
ters of dispute arising between citizens. The public
of New Mexico cannot do this at the present time,
and the lack of this method of settling disputed account:
Is a serious defect in the Jurisprudence of the territory.
To remove this defect cannot advantage one official more
It cannot benefit any olilclal at all, unthan another.
less he should to be benefited; and this point must be
determined by '... process of law. .No one can obje."t
to the law unless he wishes to perpetrate or perpetoate
an injustice past or prospective.

xxxxoxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxoooo
Which has a better time

man

1

wo-

Sims,

rln;'-talle-

ring-taile-

good-nature-

otli-oer-

man ?'

"The reasonable man," said Aristotle, doubtless
scratching his head, "is the man who Is happy."
Sims supports his assertion by many arguments.
"Woman," he says, "while always asserting her strength,
rarely fulls to claim the privilege of her weakness.
Children fill only the leisure of the most loving father,
but fill the life of the mother. Whatever pleasure there
Is In absolute power, that pleasure is the woman's and
not the man's. Kvery new frock, hat, piece of jewelry
and parasol Is to a woman a new joy. Man makes
money; woman spends It. Home, family nnd love arc
woman's Joys as they can never be man's."
Yet, If these are woman's joys, what of the joys
that are equally ns distinctly man's? A man finds joy
In the building up of a successful business, in the
achievement of political or Intellectual aspirations, in
that comradeship which can exist only between man
and man, in a circle of society as different from the
woman's as hers Is from his, in being the master of his
household, in that perhaps keenest of nil delights, the
satisfaction of making something, producing something,
creating something In a hundred ways of which a
woman, because she is a woman, has no comprehen-

Newspapers are the proThe Imperial Standard:
posed victims of the postal commission, or rather the
subscribers are, if the proposed law is enacted with ad
its many petty restrictions, for the subscription prices
This proposed
would necessarily be greatly increased.
legislation is on the theory that the cause of tho deficit
In postal revenues Is due to sending newspapers at one
cent a pound. This theory has been thoroughly exposed,
the fact having been shown that the franking pr!vlleg
or the sending of free mall by officials. Is responsible for
A local illustration of this was afforded
the deficit.
some time time. Tho agricultural department wished
e
date farm planted In Imperial valley,
to have a
for which It Imported trees from Africa. These trees,
wagon loads of them, were then sent to Imperial, not
Individuals would ship them, but by mail, the postal
department handling them. The whole expense of this
of course helped to swell the deficit and make It appear
that the newspapers were a burden to the postofTlce department. The planting of a date farm and the transmission of public documents Is worthy work In Itself, but
to compel the postal service to do this work free and lay
the blame for a deficit on the newspaners Is an evident
absurdity.
ten-acr-

sion,

a--

It Is shown by statistics compiled by the llallroad
(aenerul Managers' association that the pay rolls of
American transportation lines In the current fiscal year
will, for the first time in thc.'r history, exceed 11,000.-000.00year's pay roll, as reported by roads representing 94 per cent of the country's mileage, was
$903,KOO,000, a gain of $64,000,000 compared with 1905.
Assuming that the normal Increase, resulting from expansion and business activity, is no more than It wai
last year, or $64,000,0110, and that the scale advance, due
to Increase in wages which have already become effective, will amount to $40,000,000 more,, they will have a
total of wages to be paid In 1907 amounting to $1,007,-800,00Inasmuch as wages average il per cent of
the expenses, It is estimated on the basis of a total of
$1,000,000,000 pay of employes, that the railroads will
have tjj earn $2,500,000,000 to Justify the wage lncreasi
of this year, or $200,000,000 more than they did In the
fiscal year of 1905-6- .
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F. H. STRONG,
STRONG
WILLIAM MclNTOSH, President

SOLOMON

BLOCK

I

LUNA,

T. C. NEAD, Treasurer

For the
Best Line of

lR.-..'i-
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STO VIES

rHfirk

in Albuquerque
See Ours

J

MclNTOSH HARDWARE CO.

evening, have you
your Panama canal Job?

resigned

ture of her has been printed it is
impossible to say whether he got his
money's worth or not.
"I nm certain of one thing," remarked the czar of his secretary.
"And what is that, your majesty?"
asked the secretary,
"Gen. Kuropatkln's bonk will not
be one of the six best sellers."
"Basking had the nerve to propose
to Miss Frijids the first time he met
her."
"It would have taken a great deal
more nerve to do It after he'd met
her three or four times."
Humorous Calf.
While Will Truett was attempting
to catch a two weeks old calf which
had been hid in his cellar by his son,
as a Joke the animal kicked him in
the stomach with both feet. He was
not seriously hurt Georgetown (Ky.)
Times.
"I suppose you hated to leave your
olu home in Pittsburg and come to a
Millet little country town at first."
"Yes. vc were verv lonesome nt
first. Mother was so affected she
lampblacked the windows. so she
would think she was back in the obi
home."

J. D. Eakla, President
O. Gloml, Vice President.

Cbas. Mellnl, 9cTttxrr
Bachechl, Treaatrer,

O.

Consolidated Liquor Company

Analyzed, the question Is scarcely a question at all.
Anyway, E. H.
has exA womun or a man has "a better time in life" ploded the proverb,Harrlman
"You can't get
than another woman or another man Just in proportion something for nothing."
as her life or his life fulfills her or his Ideals of hapA New York doctor says man will
piness.
outgrow his stomach. Tlie doctor aid
not
have the Hon. Wm. II. Taft in
OOOOOOOCKXOOOO
mind when ho spoke.
8
8 DISPEL GLOOM AND LIVE
"What makes you speak of your
salary as a modest one?"
IN SUNSHINE OF HAPPINESS
"liecause the money I receive Isn't
big enough to talk."
OOOOO0K0COO
"Where do our great actors come
All that unlimited money coul do has been done to
from?' asks an eiustern paper. We
make the new Women's and Children's hospital in
met one the other day who hud just
one of the most complete and sumptuous In th.; come from the depot.
world.
But already there has been found a serious deIll's I Class I tea ml.
fect a little thing that is of the utmost importance. The
Tom Collins' family who have had
green of the richly decorated walls gives to the patients a tine run of the measles
are all
a pallor and causes them to think themselves more ill convalescent.. Osnkls (Minn.)
than they really are.
It Is a fatal defect In a hospital, and the costly decol'orakcr I'lmls Help.
rations must all be done over. For cheerfulness nnd
Wm. Tipton sides with Senator J.
H.
hope are better for the s'.ck than medicine.
a
Foraker in tho Brownsville afBut
dismal atmosphere is as disastrous outside of hospitals fair. Perry correspondence, Carroll-to- n
(O.) Free Press.
See what Jealousy will do, Klks'
as in them. Kvery physician and layman, too knows
.tonight.
theater
Kvery man
that we may Increase bodily suffering and even engender
It cost a Baltimore man J 4 7.75 to woman should see this true to nnd
life
the very disease wo dread by continually dwelling upon kill another man's wife. As no plc- - story.
our ailments. On the other hand, we may augment
our health-powby
expelling discordant thoughts
from the mind, as one would eject a thief from his
house.
Happiness and discontent are In the main a
state of mind. Nine-tentof the little ills and worries
would disappear If the will were resolutely set against
them,
Tlie mental conditions that govern success are pre
cisely the same as those that govern health and happi
A
ness.
Success Is largely a creation of the mind.
stream cannot rise higher than its source, nor can a
life rise higher than its ideals. Even a Kaphael could
not paint tlie face of Christ with Salnn In his mind for
k
The
for a model.
Actual uflllcllon we learn to bear.
crippled, the hopelessly disease and the poverty-stric- k
en have, since time began, taught us our best lessons
In patience ana cheerfulness
Itut the unliappiness that
' :
comes of absorption in self and the failure that comes of
v
XT
fear have tilled the world with doleful moanlngs.
See the point?
You make the walls that confine
your life. You can color them as you choose with
depressing green that throws a pallor on you ami makes
you look sick, feel sick, be sick, or with bright, cheer
ing colors that put the glow of health ami happiness
and success upon your face and the realization of them
all In your heart.

"

Successors to
MELINI A EAKIN, and BACHECHI A QIOMI.
WHOLC9ALK OKALKRm IN

rather significant fact. It means that
one person out of every ten of our population bought a
Hible last year. Why this phenomenal demand?
there must be something between the covers of
this old book that the people want. On the very lov
level of demand and supply It must be said the book tills
Its
a great need or u great longing of human nature.
friends contend that It finds the human heart at lower
deplhs and at loftier heights than any other volume in
all the world; that It fits the human soul us the sea fits
Certainly, as
the land, as the air Ills the mountains.
attested by the fact that men buy it by the millions, there
must be something in the claim of its friends. Is there
Niine iiiiiniutc connection between this Bible buying and
the great obvious revival of the national conscience, or

Hingle year Is a

Cer-tainl- y

everything In stock to outfit tho
most fastidious bar complete
Have been appointed exclusive agents In the 8outhwctt for Jos.
W

.
8chlitz, Wm. Lemp and 8t Louis A. B. C BreweHes; Yellowstone,
Green River, W. H. McBrayer'e Cedar Brook, Louis Hunter, T.J. Mon.
rch, and other standard brands of whiskies toe numerous to mention.
WE ARE NOT COMPOUNDERS.
But sell the straight article as received by us from the best
laertes,
Distilleries and Breweries In the United 8Ut m. Call and lntseet sr
Stock and Prices, or write for Illustrated Catalogue and Pries Wet,
Issued to dealers only.

Humphrey

MILS

is it only a coincidence'.'

recent telegram from ilie capital of Missouri g.iv
information that Uepresenlativ e ain Clark had introduced into tlie state legislature a bill which leads; "Any
of the age of fourteen
ears and upward, wh
shall curse or damn in any pulilie place, or profancl.'
swear, shall, upon conviction, be lined in a sum not exceeding $1 nor more than fifty cents.'' A petition asking that his bill giving the right to vote on a proi'osHhui
p. in. on Sundays be passed
tu open the saloons after
vftis presented by Senator Kinney,
it contains the nanus
pound i.
of CO. tmii citizens of St. I.ouis and weighs
This will show even representative- - differ even in the
same legislative body.
A

1

An important bit of proposed legislation that doubt
of the closing day
less will be overlooked In the
oi th Times, Is a nieasui'i
tit Topeka, says the
directed at the ptactices of the tire Insurance trust
Kansas patrons of lire Insurance concerns have been lit
One man makes the rate
erally held up of late years
for ull the i ompuiiles, maintaining quarters at Topeka
pie have to pay the price
The
for that purpose.
or do without i.rotection against lire loss. It is such a
the federal law absolutely prohibits ai
combination
Ulte as strongly by state laws.
hhould be
1

ItepiesentatUe Waller Hiottiilow, who has been
1'oiigrei.s from Tennessee for ten years, made his maiden
speech only a few days ago. Kept esentative ltuppe, of
ltcinalillo county, has been in the legislature of New
Mexico only a few weeks and for the first time, yet the
number of bis maiden speeches ulreudy reaches in i
three figures.

n

The prosiei tii of Albuiiieriue Were never so brig.il
ul the pre nt lime, and never was there more
why the people of the city may hopefully engage a'

HEAT w th the
Whole of it
COOK with
Half of it.

Simple,

.;'

Cheap,

1

Economical.

s

I

The Albuquerque

Gas, Electric Light
and Power Co.
Corner Fourth and
Gold Avenue

Phone Red 98

XXXXXXXXXX0XX0CDO0XXC0
PLEA FOR THE PREVENTION OF
CRUELTY TO LAND WE LIVE ON

EAT MORE

COAL

X)000XXOOOOCXXXXXXXXX000000

Here is something new under the sun. A man
named ltockwell S.iyre, of l'.ryn Mar, Pennsylvania, has
proposed a law for the "prevention of cruelty to land.'
He has oi.mized a society after the model of the So
clety for tin' Prevention of Cruelty to Animals. IP
says Hie land of the country is being "abused, cruelly
by heartless farmers who plant tile same
Healed,
crop year after year. There is no rotation, no resting
of the soil by using ii as meadow or pasture.
Therefore Mr. Say re has had a bill drawn which he lias
sent to several Mate legislatures, fol Lidding the plant
ing of the same crops year afler on the same land.
He says we have lost the buffalo ami the pineries
of the north, bolli of which were declared to be inex
haustible find now me exhausting the soil on the
same theory.
There Is no doubt the people of Hie
eastern stales ale now face to face with the alternative
and more or less, a like situation will soon confront
the owners of lands In the mldille-- cMot n and west
cm stales.
Millions of dollars worth of fertilizers must be
used every year on the worn-ou- t
lauds of the east, in
the country west of tlie Mississippi where the land is
newer ami more fertile is not yet appal cut but It
soon will be. liccausc it stands to reason that excesses
of any sort produce degeneracy,
overburdening of the
soli is ud exception.
of America is the
The
strength of its soil. When the soil degenerates the people must degenerate.
Mr. Kayre has put bis linger upon a very important concern.

'

Wines, Liquors and Cigars
keep

MAYOR JOHNSONS; DAUGHTER
TO BE FOREIGNER'S BRIDE

8.000,000 Hlbles were sold In this country la 't
The sale of 8,000,000 copies of the Hible In a

-

13

er

over

BEST CLARKVILLE LUMP
W.50
PER TON
BLOCK
BEST AMERICAN
16.60
PER TON

..1

WOOD

'

BIQ LOAD OF MILL WOOD
12.25 AND 2.7S
FOR

John
MISS

l!K.-iSI-K

Joll

OK I'LKVELAXl), WHO
si.'.
AN ITALIAN' OF i()OI,

WKAIIHV FAMILY.
Special Correspondence.
Cleveland, Ohio, March 4. Announcement linn been made of the
Johnson,
of MiBH liessic
duuKhler of Mayor Tom I,. Johnson,
to rivilerico M.irlani, of Milan, Italy
iwo
The eiiKUKeinent wan rumored
month ago, when Marlanl came to
Cleveland to vlit tho family of hU
liancee, but was denied after having
heeii publlHhed in a Cleveland paper.
The date of the wedding h not been
mi, but It Mill be Vkilliln the next

IS

KM

r.TlTI.Kl

J

A i

Kl

Al

T
NOT

three months.
The romance In Kan at Monte Carlo,
where the Introduction took place and
me courisnip nas ueen un arueiu one
on the part of Marian).
l'art of the
honeymoon will be upelit in America
and then a vUit will be made to Italy.
Marlanl'a family U un old one but he
U not tilled nor wealthy.
Mian Johnson Is an amateur actress
and has written several plays, one of
which was staged professionally and
in w men ne iook u paii.

Beaven

S.

602 80UTH

Ki:i:iKHICO MAltlAM,

i

aid Manager

EIE203E3JK

New-Yor-

0.

year.

a man or n

This little question has England by the ears. (!eo.
playwright and Journalist, provoked tho discussion when he declared In the Iondon Dally Mall that
women have a better time In life than men. Every-bod- y
has rushed to express his or her views, and the
Knglish newspapers reek with waxing argument.
Now the question has come to America.
.l
Why not ask: Which has a better time In life, n
monkey or a horned frog? a chipmunk or a
n bird of paradise or a tortoise shell
chimpanzee?
cat? a sheep or a goat? a man mimed Smith or a
man named Jones?
The llrt answer is another question: What do you
mean by "a good time?"
d
monkey's Idea of happiDoubtless the
ness is not the same as the horned frog's. The chipmunk and the chimpanzee would have entirely different
conceptions of "a good time." Neither would the bird
If the
of paradise agree with the tortoise shell cat.
sheep was n. mild, inoffensive creature nnd the goat of
a rantankeious and evil disposition, tho sheep would
d
bent
find her happiness in following her
aim the goat his In raising what they call a ruction.
And Smith's idea of happiness would coincide with
Jones' just to the extent that Smith and Jones had the
same tflstcs and Inclinations.
The propounder of this vexing question did not
ask, which has the truer conception of happiness, a
Aristotle, the father of nil philmail or a woman?
osophy, failed to define happiness, and had to reason
In a circle.
"What Is happiness?" they asked him.
"Happiness," replied Aristotle, "Is that which comes
to the man who Is most closely guided by his reason."
"Then who," they persisted, "is the reasonable
K.

?

0y

In life,

?

to the extent that she
ered herself to snub and insult her,
In breeding if net in social position.
Why is it that Just because a woman has to work for a living she
should be exposed and compelled to
endure snubs and indignities at the
hands of the snobs who consider
themselves so much her superior,
simply because they happen to be
placed in a position where they have
plenty of money to spend without
working for it? Why is it that Jut
because a woman is doing her best tj
serve you and makes It pleasant for
you that she should be treated otherwise than you would expect to be
treated were you in her place? Just
place yourself In her position for a
moment. Wouldn't you expect nil rhe
deference and respect that should be
accorded you by tho public?
Of
course you would, and you would be
entitled to It, too; but why don't you
give it to the working girl w ho serve
you today? No matter whether tho
girl be behind the counter where you
trade, in the store, olllce, hotel or
restaurant, she Is a woman nnd she is
working for her living earning every
rent she gets, and working hard for
it, ami as such she is entitled to the
courtesy and the respect , that yo;i
would exact for yourself or daughter
were you in her place. The working
girl Is a factor of the world today,
and has won for herself a place in
the working ranks of the world th it
can be tilled by no ono else, and Bhe
Is Just as much and just as important
today as the society women who consider themselves so much her superior. Did you ever find a class of women who were more courteous, mure
anxious to please und help you thun
the working girl? Did you ever find
atiay class of women who would do
more for you and do it nny better
than the working girl? of couvse
you didn't, nnd you never will.
And
yet she. is "only a working girl." Hut
only In the estimation of the snob,
for no true lady would ever know
ingly wound the feelings of a woman
at whose hands
he has received
courtesy and consideration.
Thank
(Jod there are not many women who
try to walk over the working girl,
and who so far forget their breeding as women and ladles ns to mane
remarks that cut to tlie heart, not
only the woman at whom they ure
flung, but every true hearted woman
w ho Is a "working girl," and is proud
of it.
It would be hard to think th-i- t
the woman of today, the American
woman who is laised as the noblest,
highest and best, should be deteriorating into that most dispkablo of
mortals a snob.

A Rug Vtltb tho Shoon of Corns
can be seen In our stock of real antique Turkish rugs. But "there are
others," rich in color and -- eautlful
in design, in our exquisite stock of
Persian, Bohkara, Daghestan, In our
lines of rlervtal rugs, and we have
many beautiful domestic rugs In Wilton, Axmlnater and in the cheaper ingrain art squares that we are wiling
at wonderfully low prices.
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P. Matteucci
EAPERT

Shoemaking
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and Repairing
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of the most nutritious
of foods
good, wholesome bread and less of
the
and note your gain
in health. Ditto In money saving, because bread ia cheaper than meats
and
Just as gratifying
to the appetite. To get the best bread
and other flour products, alwavs
"BUTTEIt CKEAM."
or-'d- er

PIONEER BAKERY,

itttllTKItf
Print
V

i

1

SouUi First Street.
The Citizen
Shop Is S
where you can get the most for
FEE'S HOT CHOCOLATE. WAI.
your money. We print every,
TON'S IHU'ti STORE.
thing but greenbacks and post
age stamps. Either phone.
It you want mbuIU id advertising1,
tr as Svealcr Cuiiea want ad.

t

t

I
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The Baby's Cad

I

WILL BE OUT

I0MARRY

TRACTION

AI

should be a fittinp; accompaniment to all that important person's belongings. Nothing is more
comfortable, sanitary and
safe than a

REPORT ON

TO

PARK

1Y

1ST
SEWERS
to Dine at Shanghai
Crowd Eager But Sport Only
Ordinary-Ba- nd
Played
Restaurant Groom Wealthy
Fruit Merchant.
Popular Airs.
Indications Are That the Work
Standing Committee AppoinSeveral Thousand Feet of
Will
Yet
be
Best
to
the
be
tedButton
Cement Walk Has Been
According to the Ios Angeles Ex
The first race meet of the vis.in to
aminer, the bride of F. H. Chew, the
tie given by 'the Gentlemen's
(l iving
Published.
Adopted.
Work of Quarter.
Chinaman married here last Friday,
association was witnessed by a large
CAMPAIGN

hwwl

I

STOLE AWAY FROM

BEGIN ACTIVE

EVENING

Used

--

Metal Crib

I

a Monrovia, Cat., girl, he
aminer says:
A dispatch received from Albuquerque, N. M., last night stated that Mis
Emma F. Culver, a pretty American
and Frank H. Chew, a Chinese, were
married there during the afternoon
by Justice of the Peace George Craig.
Several Chinese here last night
stated that the bride was a Monrovia
girl, and soon it was discovered that
Miss Emma F. Culver, well known
there, and of a prominent family, last
Tuesday resigned a position which
she held and left her home.
The young lady lived with her
mother at Duarte, where she was employed in the oftiee of the Monrovia
It was stated in
Fruit Exchange,
Monrovia Insf night that upon leaving
her position she left the town, presumably for Los Angeles, and lias not
been heard from since.
a
w of
J. W. MeGraw, a lirol
Miss Culver, who lives at Monrovia,
sit
night
la
said
that he did riot believe it could be true that she had
married ,a Chinese. He said he did
not think she had any Chinese acquaintances.
Chew is known by employes of the
Shanghai restaurant, at 431 Vi South
Spring street, who say that he has at
times escorded a pretty American
girl into the establishment to dinner.
He Is a merchant and a wealthy man.
was

The board of control of the
querque UooRters' club held a work
session on Saturday and appointed
committees as follows:
Finance Chairman Frank McKc;
J. R. Herndon, V. H. tilllenwater, W.
S. Strlckler. M. W. Flournoy.
Chairman, Cicnijje
Wholesalers
Arnot; D. Weiller, Alf. Orunsfelil, U.
K. Putney, M. H. Sabln. It. Spitz.
Retail Merchants Chairman, John
Lee Clark; Mike Manilell, I?. II.
Camp-fielBrlpgs Iave Weinman (leoi-pAlbert Faber, W. Jaffa, Kni'.
Albu-

d,

Klelnuort.

Manufacturing
J. IC.
Chairman.
O'Kellly, W. I. Johnson. J. II. Hear-ruK. C. Allen, W. Ilesselilen, J. A.
Dye, H. 1. Hall.
Ita.il road
Construction Chairmai,
J. N. Collin; W. S. Hopewell, Cr. L.
Krooks, W. T. McCrelght, I It. Stern.
Smelting
Mining and
Mines,
Chairman, It. W. Hadden; F. A.
Jones, L. It. Chaniberlin. H. Lock-har- t,
J. T. McLaughlin, 1. W. Stubbs.
Traffic Chairman, M. L. stern;
fjeorge Arnot, Ernest Mevers. W. It
Whiting. E. L. Medler, W. II. kartells, Nelll n. Field.
Live Stock, Stock Yards and Packing Chairman, V. A. Macpherno:i;
Frank Wilson, F. J. Otero, W. L.
Trimble, T. S. Hubbell.
Sheep liaising, Wool anil Wo )1
firowlng Chairman, George Arnot;
F. A. Hubbell, William Mcintosh,
Louis llfeld, Charles Chadwlck, Solomon Luna, L. A. Mcltae.
Agriculture
Horticulture
and
Chairman, 1. A. Macpherson; W. If.
(iillenwater, M. O. Chadhourne. M. P.
Stamm, F. K. Sturges, I!. H. Ives, J.
K.
C.
E. Matthews, John Mann,
Olerkler.
11.
V. II.;
Irrigation Chairman.
,
H. 1'.. Kergus-RoHerman
Pitt Itoss. F. A. Hubbell, J. It.
Fawell, W. S. Hopewell.
Improvement
Civic
Chairman,
Wallace Hcsselden; K. S. Stover, Jonn
Borradalle. W. P. Metcalf, li. W. L.
Bryan, J. L. LaDrlere, K. 1?. I'risty.
Education Chairman, J. W. Eld"'-- ;
W. D. Sterling. W. U. Tight, A. B
Stroup, It. W. Hopkins.
J. H.
Entertainment Chairman.
O'ltellly; H. A. Stamm, J. F. Pearce,
E. J. Alger, I). S. llosenwald, F. II.
p,

n,

liuc-her-

Iester,

H. S. lMckard.

CONCERT
FOR

MARCH

5TH

Program to be rendered
at the
Longfellow entertainment to be given
on
at the Congregational
church
Tuesday evening, March 5th:
I 'art I.
1. Piano Solo
Hiawath.i
Miss Keith.
2. Reading, with
Accom
Piano
paniment
The BrMje
3.

Miss tiearrup.
Vocal Solo The Arrow and the

Song

Pinsu:!
Mrs. a. B. Miller.
The Children's Hour ... Illustrated
Vocal Duet Trust Her Xot.Bulfe
Mrs. Silbernagle, Mrs. Washburn.
i. Reading
Selection from Evangi.-li.i-

4.
5.

7.

Solo

her-in-l-

TELEGRAPHIC

MARKETS

Miss XI ven.

Tost

Metc.-.l-

VICTIM OVERTO POLICE

.

-

1:14.

ll
pace,
The third race, n
was not pulled tiff on account of some
of the horses being nbsent. The association, however, is very well pleased
with the results and will hae another meet nt on early date.
An incident, which cause. a ripple
of laughter to spread over the faces
of the spectators, was the sudden
predicament of two small buys, who
were sitting on the fence encircling
the race course. The lads were deeply engrossd in discussing the probable outcome of the race, when the
board upon which they were sitting
gave way beneath them and the lads
parted company in a niosi Informal
manner.
A large number of base ball players nnd fans spent the afternoon In
practice games on the foot hall field
in the center of the arena, and in all.
Sunday was a gala day for those who
long for summer and the pleasures
the season brings.
free-for-a-
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REMAINS OF GALLUP
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$4.2
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Omaliu Livestock.
receipts,
Omaha, Mar. 4. Cattle
3,5oo, market steady
to stronger.
1.
Selections from Hiawatha
Cows and heifers $2.50(ic 4.50; westllluMia:." ern steers
$3.25(5.25; Texas steers
Miss Huntsiuger.
$3.00 (it 4.40; cows and heifers $2.25
2.
Vocal Solo My i;..J,.,.n)(.r iin
4.25; caimers
Miockers
$2.00113.00;
My Lord
D. Buck and feeders $20(l 1.H5; calves $3.00
Mrs. Silbernagle.
(q 6.50;
(( 4.20.
$2.7ii
bulls
3.
Reading The Scholar and the
Sheep lo.no, market steady to lowWorld
er. Yearlings $ 5.7 b 6. 4 5 ; wethers
Mr. 'i'aschei.
l.i mbs
"0
$.'i.25'fi 5. B.I; ew es $4 fcO
4.
Baritone Solo
Selcctcl $fi.;.o'.i 7.25.
R. W. Reynolds.
6. yuartet
Good Night, Beloved.
'nxluee Market.
Pinstul
i 'bieay
C1..-- I
u
Mar. 4
Mrs. Silbernagle, Mr. Nettleton,
I ions:
Mrs. Washburn, Mr. Washburn.
Wheat May "4 "; July 7 6
Mrs. Raymond H. Lester, AccompanMay 40'i'ii S; July 45
Corn
ist.
Oats May 40 s,; Julv
Admission Adu!t- - "r,e; chlldre.i,
Pork May $T6.12'; Julv $16
Lard May $'j.4o; July $:.47,:
Ribs May $8.85; July $v5.
Chicago Livestock.
Chicago, Mar. 4. Cattle
leceipts,
25,000. Market 10c higher.
Beeves
$4.25i 6.U0; cows and heifers $1.65(1)
5.25; Blockers and feeders $ 2.75
John Ijuiiiilu.
4.00
$4.00 di 4.75 ; western $6.00''f)
XtK lollies to AlbU'ueiiUe from Texans
Kaywood Springs that John Iauglla, 5.65; lambs $4.75 i 5.50.
Sheep receipts
M irket
25.000.
who left here lust Tuesday for
l imbs
where he expected to take the steady. Sheep $3.75 H 5.65
baths for rheumatism, died there yes- $4 75 'i 5.50.
morning.
particulars
No
terday
SI. IajiiU Wool Market.
about the funeral arrangements have
St. Louis, Mar. 4. Wool
steady;
been reported.
it is assumed, how- territory
and western mediums 24
ever, that the body will be brought 2M-til - medium lMi22e; line
4 'w
to Albuquerque for burial.
17c.
Mr. Langila had been a resident of
Albuquerque for twenty years. He
Money Market.
uus employed as a gardener by Mann
X.
York. Mar. 4. Money on call
Albuquerque.
He
Old
in
brothers
lirm,5i4 per cent; prime iiuTcannle
His fru- paper 5 y 6 per cent. Silver
was energetic and thrifty.
6itie.
gal tastes permitted him to accumuMetal Market.
late considerable wealth most of
hich is invested in realty here. He
4.
New York. M.tr
i(Uivt,
Lead
was unmarried.
$tf.ini4f 6.3"; copper $25.23 'a 25.30.
Speller Market.
XE DOUN M.K.
l.t.G IIOVKS.
l.oui. Mai.
steady,
!
TS. K II. K. V. I KK, m-- i
$6.T
MHTII Hllsl' STISKKT.
i -

T

3&l

d,

:

;
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For reasons more private than

FATHER

acquainted with tin; conditions and
the people he will have to deal with.
He is fearless ill his defense of what
he believes to be tight, and will make
a good officer.
Mr. Meyer, who holds a position as
member of the mounted police of the
territory, will be transferred to Estancia, w here he will be in a position
to assist Sheriff Schubert in his work.
Altogether the outcome is very satis
factory to the people generally.
NATIONAL SCHOOL
OF FINANCE, formerly the t'nlted States
Treasury Department
The only training school in the word for students
of high finance. Persons desirous of
i career in Wall street should not fall
to enter this institution.
Course of
instruction runs six months to four
years, varying according to the abil
ity of the student.
Our graduates
ran lie tounu m scores or big banks
both cast and west. Presidents, vice
presidents and cashiers for banks and
trust companies furnished on short
notice.- -

I

Adv.

Come in and see ttcm on oar floor.

ALBERT

F"A BUR'S
.... Staab

Railroad Avenue

308-31- 0

Building

?ooooooooocoooooo
A Checking Account
Puts System Into Your Business
you

iay all bills by check, your business

is recorded
Each Item shows for Itself. There la a
record of all receipts and expenditures In your bank

WHEN'
book.

For every bill you pay, you get a receipt. Tou have positive
proof that you paid each obligation.
We give the same careful attention to both, large and small
accounts.

Chas. L. Keppeler

OPERA

AT

LKK IN

New and Second Hand

Furniture Repaired,

FURNITURE

MATTRESSES

Household Goods,
Stoves, Ranges,
China ware, Crockery.

Made Over, Upholster-

ing and Picture Framing.
All Work Guaranteed.

315 and 319 South Second Street
ALBUQUERQUE, N.

M- -

Where to Dine Well

Santa Fe Restaurant
Open Day and Night.

Meals at all Hours. First Class Service Private
Dining Rooms in Connection. Fresh Lobsters
and Blue Point Oysters Received Daily.

tT i

MINSTRELS
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1
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Proprietor

HOUSE

n.

mise.

The Mahara minstrels, which

FAILED

They have been making our town for
tho past fifteen years and always gave
satisfaction to our patrons. They will
give a street parade at noon on the
day of the show.
Tuesday night winds up the Huston
Franklin Dramutlc company's nine
performance engagement to the record breaking business at the Elks'
theater.

oin: IC

SHOW UP

ALABAMA

and the worries fewer.

n

Wednesday

li

The
telephone
preserves
your health, prolongs your 1U
and protects your home.

YOU NEED A TELEPHONE

IS YOCR HOME

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.

HANDSOME

7

MARCH

Crockery
Souvenir
ws
or
vie

MC.HT

Alvarado,

Cathedral, Commercial

Club

Household Goods of Every Description

1

I

nor did they
sitry to take
they had sent
ning, says the
According to
in the lilsbee
lights and
.tin possession
believed that
lilsbee had Grand IIIcviiIinI First Part. Coined-lDancers, Singers, Combined
he alteration
Willi Ijly Chorus.
ml his ussoi.l- -

CARNIVAL

s4g. Borradalle & Co.
117 W. Gold Ave.

a

ii-- .,

Second Part

QUAIL
FOR

The telephone makes the
.duties lighter, the cares less

MAHARA'S

of the Gallup

:

.

ELKS OPERA HOUSE

ho were

remit the amount lie
up the option, ulthoui;
word that they were i
Gallup Republican,
the wording of the op'
parties have forfeited
the present owners n
of the property.
It
the labor troubles Ir.
something to do with
of the plans of Huxton
ates.

Convenience - Comfort - Security

&

THURSDAY.

TO

will

appear at the opera house on Thurs
day, will he one of the best entertainments that will hold forth on the
local stage this season. Tills at fric
tion needs no puftling
up or long
newspaper notice to till our theater

BISBEE PEOPLE

Olllo of pleasing Vaudeville, SKvialticn

M

MEXICO

Butter Nut Bread
Better Than Ever

Acrobats,

Musical Acts, Mart-lie- ,
t
Song
Hits,
Musical
Niiiiils-rs- ,
(juiirtfU, Ot'tets, Choruses by Ijidy .Members, I Uoclrlcal
s.
Hi-ill-

.Ah-H-

IJf-fifl-

Hudson and
received a shipment
Alabama quail this
they will liberate on
serve near Padilla.
Messrs. Hudson &
this way to give the
to multiply and repi. :
r
adjacent to their
shooting a few yi
C. A.

pie--fo-

j

$200 KKWAUU.

AT CRUCES

Ket. iitly the news ame to Las Cru
ces tli.it the bishop had decided to re
move fiit her Koussclle. the resident
priest hrrc, to some other field, and
upon hearing the news of the parish
oners hero decided o protest against
it to tho bishop, says the ilio Grande
They drew up some resolutions and
testimonials of regard and submitted
them to the bishop at Tucson with the
effect that he consented
lo allow
Itoussello to stay in Cruccs.
rather many
The
friends of the Rood man.
both Catholic and Protestant, will be
glail lo hear of his continued work
here, as he ha many friends In both
classes. He is an exceptional man and
is one whose good work goes wherever
he may be to nil people regardless of
creed.

pub-

oflice at once.
Mr. Schubert has been a resident of
this part of the country for a quarter
of a century more or less .and is well

ROUSELLE TO
REMAIN

y

lic, Julius Meyer, who was to have
The llisbee people
been named as sheriff of Torrance
county by Governor Hagerinan,
to pected to arrive in G.i
to
take over the mini
succeed Manuel Sanchez y Sanchez,
removed by Judge Mann, declined to Fuel Co., did not urrl

accept the otliee under the conditions
and Pcdio Shuhert was named by
the governor, says the Estancia News.
Mr. Schubert was in town the first
of the week arranging for his bond
and will enter upon the duties of the

Mattress

CODKOX03O3K3D0X0O3COi

Complaints have been made to
I'hlef McMillln about the practice of
tertain young men, who loiter about
the Harwood home a Methodist In
dustriat school for girls nt Fourteenth
street and Harrison avenue. Chief Mc
Millln has directed tho police to look
into the matter and ns a result As.
si.stont Chief Kennedy last night ar
rested 11. Duran, Nick lie lllass and
William Mann on charges of disturbing the peace. The young men
gave cash bonds for their appearance
oi .linlge Craig's court nt ;l o'clock
tomorrow afternoon, when they will
be tried.

MAKARA'S

REWS
U1VX OUT.

ft 5.25.

Wire

ed

completes this desirable piece. Sides drop down to allow
the little one to creep into and out of the crib without
beinp; lifted.

BURIED

An unusal ceremony occurred Tuesday night near HilMdo cemetery,
when the remains of s. Sakal were
cremated, says the Gallup Kepubli-cainjured on
Sakal was serlou-'Thanksgiving day at tin- Gibson mines
by a full of rock, his skull being fine
tured.
He died seven or eight days
later, and on December It his remains
were interred with proper ceremony
by his countrymen In Hillside cemetery. Recently his relatives in Japan
wrote for the remains to be exhumed
and cremated and forwarded to them
In that country, which was done last
night, the ceremony hetng accompanied by prayers for the repose of
his soul.
The ashes were taken to
the Kuchenbecker establishment and
placed in a metal box leady for shipment.
The crematory fire was seen by
some of the town people, who wondered what was going on over the
t
poor Jap,
hill. Sakal was not
hence the ceremony a:: :uling his de-

and

ds

Albuquerque, New Mexico.
CAPITAL AND SURPLUS $200,000

p.AKX
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Well-Ma-

The Bank of Commerce
GIRLS' SCHOOL

A barn In the rear of "'nomas S
Ilubhell's residence, on AVel itailroal
avenue, was partially consumed by
tire last night.
The estimated damage is about $fi00. William Collister,
a fireman, fell from the second story
of the structure, but luckily escaped
injury.
was
bad1,'
serious
He
shaken up. however. George Basset.,
another fireman, is toduy suffering
from tho effects of inhaling smoke
and dust in lighting the Haines.
The fire broke out shortly after 11
o'clock last night.
The blaze lighted
the neighborhood for several blocks.
Two valuable driving
wera
horses
rescued, together
with some car
riages,
the top of a surrey wa
burned off, however, before it coun!
be taken into the clear.
Several tons
of hay were entirely consumed.
The fire department responded li
the alarm in good time and succeeded
In getting the blaze under
contral
It Is thought
after heroic effort.
rats caused the lire, as a large nest
was found where the blare had Jts
origin.
Collister, who worked In the barn
loft, was seeking cgrc.- from the
place and walked out of the door
about twenty feet above the ground in
the blinding smoke. His escape from
Injury was the chief topic among the
boys about the lire headquarters this
morning.
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These come in white and vernia martin.
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One of the reports to be heard by
the city council nt Its regular meeting
tonlKht will be that of City Engineer
J. W. Gladding.
Inasmuch that the sewerage question is one of special Importance to
the citizens in general, and that the
city engineer will touch upon
this
subject In his report, the session of
the council promises to he an Interesting one.
In an Inter, lew with a representative of The Evening Citizen, Engineer Gladding said that, although he
had been here since las' October, the
sidewalk and grade pro.a sit Ions had
kept him pretty busy and that he had
not given a great deal of his tlmo to
the sewerage problem as yet. He has,
however,
collecting data and going over the proposed system and
will speak of his accomplishments tonight.
The sewerage question is a most
difficult one to handle in this city,
and the engineer expects to encounter
some genuine hard work before the
system Is placed in such condition ns
lo compare favorably with the other
Improvements of the city.
Mr. Gladding will also give the
council a report of the sidewalk building and repairing since his stay In
the city. He stated today that several thousand feet of ntw walk had
been laid, hut the exact
measurements had not yet been figured out.

S

(a) The Parting Time...

tb) Absent
Mr. Gould.
Part II.

con-duel-

Xciv York Stocks.
Juan Sidello Declares Antonio
. $9.95
.
cotton
. 129
American Sugar
Tried to Drive Over
. .108
Amalgamated Copper
. . .135V4
American Smelters
Him in Street.
American Car Foundry .... . .. 4 2 Vi
. . .
Atchison coin
. . .
70Vi
Anaconda
. ..
American Loco com
694
.
Baltimore and Ohio
.10Sra GKAND JUKY TO INVESTIGATE
Brooklyn Rapid Transit . . . . .. 64 H
. . . 13D H
Canadian i'aciiic
. ..
41",i
Colorado Fuel
Muy Boracho" Actor Jailed In De-au- lt
i r.
Chicago Great Western
...
. . .153
Chicago Northwestern
of Bond For ImpersonatDenver and Rio Grande ... . 3." '
. ..
32
Erie com
ing Officer.
Louisville and Nashville . . . 125 '4
7 7 '.a
. ..
Missouri I'aciiic
.. 22 'i
Mexican Central
. .
60 'i
Juan Sedlllo, the party who shot up
National Lead
. .
122 t the "Muy Boracho" saloon, situated
Xew York Central
. .
on corner of Tijeras and Broadway,
M
Norfolk
. . .13f,i
was liound over to the grand Jury in
Northern I'ucilic:
.
.
.
42
Judge
Craig's court this morning for
Ontario and Western
. . . 126;
Pennsylvania
impersonating mi officer. The bond
. . .1131
Reading com
was iixed nt $150. Sedillo was taken
. ..
23 Vi to jail In default.
Rock Island com
. ..
8SV4
Southern I'aciiic
Sedlllo was arrested by the police
. . . 142 '4
St. Paul
yesterday on that part of Third street
... 24 where not all of the lights are white.
Southern Railway
. .
145
Tennessee Coal
He pleaded not guilty to the charge
. . . 166Ts
Union Pacific
of impersonating an officer and t he
I7. S. S. com
...
42V4 te.Ttimony of a number of witnesses
IT. S. S. pfd
. . .102V4
was heard. Several of these, who ap
. . .
2S 4j peared for the
Ureone Con
Judge
defendant,
. . .
4V4 ( raig thought, were too eager to testSanta Fe
. ..
53
ify, so he ordered them out of the
Old Dominion
. . .
Copper Range
l
room while the prosecution made its
. . no '4
North Butte
case.
.
. 2 Vi
According to the story of the proseShannon
Total sales of stocks, 1,4J3 ,000.
cution, upon which the Justice held
Money 3f!('4 per cent.
Sedlllo to the grand Jury, Sedlllo apprehended Antonio Sedillo Saturday
night for fast driving. Antonio had
Summary of Conditions.
New York, Mar. 4. Americans in been In Morales' saloon earlier in the
evening and collided with a post in
London lirm, Vi to 6 above parity.
Congress adjourns sine die today. the street while he was driving at a
Aldrich currency bill now needs merry clip.
Collected I'lve En Route.
only the presidents signature.
Antonio says the psuedo officer
Ship subsidy bill likely to be talked
started him toward tho city building,
to death.
George B. Cortelyou becomes sec- Intimating that he would put him In
Jail but that he might secure his reretary of the treasury toduy.
Antonio's
J. J. Hill says he has no Interest in lease on payment of $5.
father-in-lacame to his relief and
the Katy railroad.
gave
patrolman
the sham
the requirAn advance in anthracite prices on
When they discovered
ed dineru.
April 1st is threatened.
sound, they had been victimized the police
General business situation
were notified and a still hunt for the
all trades reporting good conditions.
Light demand lor stocks in loan subtle "officer" resulted in his capture.
crow d.
Witnesses for tile defense when
output of short term notes since
called to testify appeared to have sufJanuary 1. $250,000,000.
a lapse of memory regaruing
fered
Northwestern cancels
extension work this year and will con- the salient features of the case and
it did not take long to examine them.
fine itself to maintainence.
Juan Sedillo said Antonio Sedllro
Bank of England will probably secure bulk of South African gold of- tried to drive over him in the street
fering in London open market today. and tha.t ho was going to turn htm
Loss of currency to interior during over to an officer. He denied taking
March will be large and may mean the money.
Nothing was said about the charge
gold imports in April.
Pennsylvania trainmen voted to go of obtaining money under false pretenses
at the preliminary hearing this
on strike, but general manager will
meet their grievance committee to- morning.
The "officer" had $4.60 of the $5
day.
collection in his pockets when the
police
arrested him.
City
Livestock.
Kansas
Kansas City, Mar. 4. Cattle receipts 10,000. including 500 southerns. Market strong to 10c higher. GOVERNOR WILL HAVE TO
Southern steers $4.75 (v 5.25; southern
cows $2.00 r 3.75; Blockers and feed-er- a
$3.75 'd 5.35 ; bulla $3.00(0- 4.25;
APPOINT NEW SHERIFF
calves $3.50fo 7.75; western fed steers
$4.00j. 6.00; western fed cows $2.75
4.50.
Sheep receipts 7000, market steady.
Muttons $4.75 Ui 5.75; lambs $6.504y TORItAXCl) MAX DECLINES POSI7.40; range wethers $5.25 i 6 .f.o; fed
TION
l.; NOT
May

crowd at the Traction park
afternoon.
The day was Ideal for mi, h an
event and to add pleasure to He
fusion, the First lteglmelvt bmd ns
present and discoursed popular airs
during the afternoon.
Two of the three races scheduled
were pulled off. The events ami their
results were as follows:
First race Illustrious Mai l, owned
and driven by J. Johnson, first; Maud
Salsherry, owned by J. Snlsherry, and
driven hy A. Frost, second. Time 1:24.
Second race Sheeam owned and
driven by J. Levy, llrst; Monkey Mack
owned by C. Coe. and driven hy A.
Frost, second. Time 1 : J
and
tci-da-

The Citizen
Publishing
company
regnts to announce that owing to
the prolonged illness of its manager,
W. T. McCreight, the publication of
the directory of the city of Albuquerque for the year 1907 will be delayed
till May the 1st.
It Is a well known fact to many
who have had experience In the lino
of directory building that these publications are next to useless unless supervised by persons who have
such enterprises in the past
and who have been residents of the
district to be covered for a considerable time. This experience is possessed in the fullest extent by the. manager of The Citizen Publishing company, whom? previous efforts in this
line have liecn the only successful
ones the city has so far known.
In response to the advice of his
physician, Mr. McCrelght will leave
this evening for French Lick Springs,
Indiana, to be absent for the period
of one month, and on. his reurn the
work of publication will at once be
undertaken.
The progress already
made on the directory insures the
production by this company of the
most complete nnd attractive volume
of this kind so far undertaken here,
by the
and the further
public through advertising and subscriptions Is earnestly solicited.

WAS

The following quotations were received by F. J. Graf & Co., brokers,
over their own private wires from
New York. Room 37, Barnett building, Albuqueique, N. M.:

.

Legislation
Chairman, Wallace
Hessclden; i. S. Klock. A. 11. McMil- len, Simon Stern, A. It. Meclaffey.
Conventions Chairman,
Jlnvmi'il
ttunsul; O. N. Marron, T. X. Wllke"- son, W. O. Tight, It. F. Adams.
Good ltoads Chairman, J. N. Coffin; M. W. Flournoy. J. W. Wroth, E
L. Washburn. 1!. 1. Sumpsell, A. 1!.
Stroup, Dr. Hice.
Traveling Salesmen Chairman. iI.
L. Stern; A. Cavanaugh, G. A. BriiiK,
It. H. Lester. L. C. Bennett.
Public Health and Safety Chair
man J. W. Elder; Dr. Harrison F. H
Lester, H. E. Fox, W. N. Gladden.
Ileal Estate Chairman. John Lee
Clarke; A. Flelsher, It. L. Wootten, A
L. Martin, M. L. Schutt. IV F. M
Canna, Mel Summers.
The board of control consists of tilt
following:
Frank McKee, J. X. Coffin, D. A. Macpherson, It. W. Hadden, Maynard Gunsul, M. L. Ster.i
Wallace Hesselden, J. W. Elder, John
Lee Clarke, George Arnot and J. II.
O'Reilly.
It will be observed that the chair
man of each committee is a member
of this board of control the idea being
that the board will thus be kept in
closer touch with the work of these
committees and keep them busy.
The chairmen of the several com
mittees have been requestd to call
their committees together at once f ir
organization and to take up matter.- which are ready to be submitted.
Besides appointing these commit
tees the board also decided to adopt
some kind of button appropriate to
the purposes the club has started nut
to accomplish.
LONGFELLOW

Ex-

o
Is offered for the capture of
Pettlne, the murderer of Bene- 0
detto Berardlnelll. Crime was committed In Albuquerque Monday, February 4.
C. A. and C. GRANDE.

olerlck Stovir
f twenty-fou- r
Tiling, which
Musical
ir game pre- - (one hiding whli Hie one-ac- t
Comedy,
tover hope l.i
:rds a chun.e
h the country
ve w ith game
later.
50c, 75c, ami I O0
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BARNETT,

French Bakery . .

Susie's Band

The St. Elmo

An-tlm-

. .

Prop'r.

West Railroad Avenue
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Finest Whiskies
Drifiiila
Ulna
1111164)
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MAMPLZ AND '
CLUB ROOM8 t
m id m to
mu m

a

202 East Railroad Ave.

J.

C.

BALDRIDGE

DEALER IN NATIVE AND CHICAGO LUMBER
SHERWIN-WILLIAM-

PAINT

S

Covers more, looks

the longest, most economical; full measure.

BUILDINQ

PAPER

Always In stock.

Plaster.

best.

Lime. Cement.

Paint. Glass, Sash, Doors, Etc.
FIRST STREET AND COAL AVE. ALUl'Ql ERyi E, NEW MEX.

i
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Presidency -- Other
Items of News and Gossip
From Great City.

For the

nn inn I he
Mir. 4.
i
if
talc itni'iilt'" 'nsl ttiW.
K
were tiiiulf freely Hint 'hurl
I
w.uil
elected
if
IIiiRlnf.
:rir.
loom lip viiy slriiin n a
in
jiresiilenti.il
'."".
tliii-i- '
the iliclinii of .Mr. Hnth.'
.
t .1
i
by a decisive vie '!ii
;,it.
w.
Pie im
talk has
n tireeti I i
tJorornor Hiib!h- Im
( t
iiif'.i
a lirolial)!- -
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1
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to

liusini-s-

'

he i"

S" ! i

oa-sin-

many other tunnils In rour.--e of
that it H hard to keep tr.i. k
of them. The Pennsylvania, railroad
iplilly Is pushing work on Its Nortli
liver tunnel, by which Us trains will
come from Jersey City, Into Its big
Manhattan terminal, occupying tne
and Ninth
spni'p between Seventh
avenues. Thirty-firs- t
nnd Thirty-thir- d
streets.
Its tunnel under the Kasl river,
connecting the same terminal with
Iong Island City and the Ijoiir Island railroad, also Is being built
rapidly. Then there is the StlPtiway
tunnel, being built by the Helmont Interests, running from Korty-secon- d
to Queens
street in Manhattan
Borough. The McAdoo Interests also are completing a second tunnel
under the North river, to run from
the foot of Christopher street to Jersey City where It will connect with
their tunnel whleh leaches Manhattan near Cortlandt street.
These two tunnels form a letter C
with em li point In New York nnd
with th base In Jersey City.

In

the

nt Allniiiy .in.l

'ml

ex.'-utlvi

vtrnt-t-

y

rliuiii-he- r

ileitis nnlhlnj

vy

in cncour:Rc thi lulk. It I
plain Id tli. is" .u.unul him that th
mention ef his tian.e In innnectlon
with this nomination l...-- not hurt
hi feeling In the least.
a etruiiK iiihii anil
Mr. Hinth"
Is performing the duties of his ollice
In a, manner to justify his election.
In nililitlon to tieltiR a MtrotiR man
no ilodprlriK the fact that
Ibere
Jovernor Himhes Is nbout the chilli-r- ft
proposition that has been discovered (n New York political life In
.many years. This makes him doubly
dajyterous to the plans of I'resldent
Washington
mill
other
Iloosevelt
statesmen vho have been going ahead
Ideas concerning
with their own
what the republican national convention of 1U8 should do.
When Governor Hughes was Investigating the lighting combine of
itkis city and then was Investigating
d
Ihe Insurance companies, he demon-titrateti the satisfaction of the pub-H- e
that he was u man of determined
Ideas concerning the conduct of pub
lic officials. On the strength of this
lie was elected governor and. In his
two months in otllcc, certainly has
carried political death and desolation
of machine
Into the headquarters
politicians.
I

Distribute Population lUMter.
The construction ot tunnels, subway extensions and other transit lines
Is iiceoni pushing inin h III the way of
distributing N,m York's popnlatl in
over territory that, for years. ha
been liothing more than firm land
r farm land at that.
..I, .1 t
Inning the present year enough
er gons

move ..ut of Maiihnt-t.I land,
to the new suburbs, to
No less
make half a dozen titles.
than Mm. imiii persons will figure In
this shifting of population because
Sites
of rapid transit development.
I

'

--

have been mapped out for nearly a

seoro of towns, all located within Iho
city limits, nn.l most of them In
ijmens Borough, where people will
smull detach ;d
be able to secure
houses for rentals that would be
to hire tenement quarters
on Manhattan Island.
Ileal estate boomers have been
working on this proposition for some
lime. and. naturally, they have over-

Small
done things considerably.
homes are being built all over the
new
suburbs and development Is
rapid. The great middle class of
home investors are Hocking to thet.c
places and the various colonies are
nourishing.
The history of these
places is merely a repetition of the
n
history of New York itself, for
Island today is merely a
gathering together of scores nf these
old villages.
Man-matta-

As

l'lan to llisposc of .Snow
a result of the outrageous

con-

dition of tho streets of New York
during the past winter the department of street cleaning has come forward with n belated plan to keep the
various thoroughfares free of snow
and slush. The plan, of course, calls
The fact that Mr. Hughes was for a large expenditure of money, but
elected as a republican has contained this always is to be expected in any
no grains of comfort for his party plan for municipal Improvement, esassociates. Had he been a democrat pecially in this town. The worst fea- '.
lie could not have been more ruth- ture of the new suggestion Is that
of republican would take at least a year to put It
less In his pursuit
otllccholders who did not come up to Into effect.
Commissioner Craven head of the
the standard he had set. The result department
of street cleaning has laid
Is that his two months In ottice have
before
the board of estimate a sugjrlven satisfaction alike to clean demto dispose of snow by dumpocrats and clean republicans but gestion
ing it Into a large number of basins
have caused terror among those In conveniently
located throughout the
the machine ranks.
Of city, over trunk sewers.
The present
Not since the governorship
sewers
would
be used as far as posa
Grover Cleveland now quarter of
century ago has thu state of New sible nnd additional lines would be
York had an executive determined to constructed wherever necessary.
secure political .reform by first cleans- useThe Craven plan contemplates the
of salt water, which would be
ing his own party. Hughes like
Cleveland, has stirred up bitter strife pumped into these sewers from the
in the ranks of those who worked new high pressure water mains confor the fire department, so
lor his election. But it was this ac- structed
snow could be thoroughly
tion on the part of Governor Cleve- that theaway.
Hushed
It is not believed that
land that made him the candidate ef very
water would have to be
much
1SS4,
Bis party for the presidency in
into the sewer lines because
and many close students of political pumped
the temperature in the big sewevs
.aJT&jrc believe that history now is
generally is sufficiently high to melt
Itself.
During his two months in office, the snow as fast ut is would be dumped
In.
governor
has beaten the legislithe
As the city now spends
In
the
ature into submission, has named his
own man as superintendent of pub- neighborhood of $2,250,000 each winter to clean the snow from the prinlic works to build the flOl, 0011,000 cipal
thoroughfares
It is believed
barge canal, has instituted searching
the city in a very fjw years
reforms in the national guard, and that
'Jias gone after the state insurance would save enough money by the
department in a manner that prom- new procedure to pay the cost of
ises Its complete overhauling. He al- Installing the system. Commissionso is responsible for legislation to er Craven estimates that under his
completely remodel the state railroad plans now could be removed from
commission, and, so far, has only the principal thoroughfares in one- third the time now required and at
begun.
d
of the present expense.
Whether or not Governor Hughes
is destined to become his party's canWomen School Touchers.
didate for the presidency next year,
An interesting tight is being made
t the present time he certainly is
casting a shadow that can be seen by the women school teachers j
from the white house without the New York to have the city place
them on the same salary footing as
.aid of glasses.
the male teachers. Their claims having been rejected by the board of
Subway System Intending.
New Yorkers will be traveling 'n education the teachers have carried
tee! ns beneath the surfaces .f their tight to the legislature and are
c
using all possible influence to
botli it;-- ' Hudson and East rivers
of six months, if the promises ure favorable action on their bill
of the contractors who are now build- whleh now is pending.
The Interborough
ing the tubes from Manhattan Island
Association cf
to New Jersey and from Manhattan Women Teachers with 7,000 members, Is making the fight for the bill,
to Brooklyn are carried out.
Ottilcers of the Interborough Rapid and advances the claim of "equal
'Transit company have announced th.it pay for equal work." The board of
the cars will be running under the education Is fighting the proposition
Kast river from the Buttery to South bitterly on the ground that its enlJrooklyn by July 1. This tunnel Is actment would cost the city fully
an extension of the present subway $ti. 000,000 a yeur over present figures.
system and, when completed, will be The members of the board also declared that the work of the women
Ibe tlrst tunnel connection In use
Jhe two boroughs.
Officers teachers, in most cases, could not be
of the McAdoo tunnel already havs classed as equal to the work of the
announced that their tube from Man. men because men engaging in the
bait an to Jersey City will be !n profession of teaching take up the
operation by September 1.
work for life, whereas the women 'n
most cases take it up merely to cover
To all practical purposes Manna
tan no longer will be an Island when a period of time until they become
these tunnels are llnished, because a married and leave their occupation.
person then will be uble to travel by
The expenditure of the city for the
rail on dry ground under any one of general school fund of the educationthe three rivers that bound the island al budget already amounts to more
on the north, cast and west, the tun- - than 118,000,000 a year, and it is
utA under the Marlem river having figured that it would reach the total
been completed and in use for near of J23.000.000 if the salaries of the
ly two years. It is more than likely 12.000 women teachers were placed
that the future will witness the on the same basis as the salaries of
operation of unuther tunnel leading the 2.0U0 men teachers.
from Manhattan on the so'uh so a
to connect with Ktalen Island and
n
Association.
the Jersey mainland in that direction.
Several prominent members of til!
This, however, because of the length Oriental colony in this city formed a
or sucn a tunc and because ulso ; society known as the
as(the
present comparatively
Ema'l sociation to further the interests of
population on Staten Island, will not Persians and Indians In America.
come for several yeurs.
Peculiar Interests attaches to this
In addition to the two tunnels that society as it Is the first of its kind
are promised to be In operation with- to be organized In America. Already
in the next six months, there are so It has a membership of more than

."if hundred, iml branch associations
ontempl lte.1 In Huston,
:ire
A
and other large cities whe'-orientals reside In sullii'lent numAmong the members of the
ber.
parent body here nre several natives
of Itengal, who nre lllnd'os by religion. The membership also Includes
a number of Mohammedans.
the Orient
Many students from
have coinp to Amcrlcu to complete
their education, and this tendency
has become more and more marked
In recent years ow ing to the boye ut
declared on Kngllsh rule In India by
n
asThe
the Inhabitants
sociation will endeavor to provide all
to
imsslble facilities for students
lenrn the various arts nnd ltidustr'?s
organizaStM
The
of the United
tion Is headiuiartererl in Thirty-fourtstreet opposite the Waldorf.
I'nrlor t'arx lor llorsi's.
The development of the parlor car
service for horses has reached such
a state that the Nch York Central
lines have Just ordered twenty cars,
equipped with steam licit and electric lights, for the exclusive transpoi-tatlo- n
of valuable horse Mesh
Kxpeiience has taught the
that such cars are a go id
Investment for if a horse valued at
?2.1.mi'l catches cold while being shipped over the road the carrier l.i
called upon to pay for the horse if
it dies and it can be shown that the
car was nut properly he.iied and ventilated. As thousands of lace horses
are transported from one part of the
cmintiy to the other each year the
proper care in handling this huslne '
makes necessary the use of carefully
constructed rolling stock.
It Is no uncommon thing for millionaires to ship their horses ach
winter from the east to California
and then to bring them buck in the
spring. The owners do not object
to paying special rates for cars, but
they are more than ready to come
hack at the transportation companies
if anything happens to the horses
In transit.
The cars just ordered by
the Central ure fitted with food anJ,
water compartments, harness closet.-'and suitable living quarters for the
men In charge of the animals.
The automobile cars ordered last
year by some of the eastern railroads
have proved so popular with shippers that many more have been ordered this year by leading roads.
These cars are built with special larg
doors to faciliate loading and
PlllU-ilelplii-
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PURELY VEGETABLE
Not only is a medicine valuable for its ability to cure disease, but tin
way in which it affects the system is a very important faetor.When tht
ysteni 19 infected with the genus of disease as in Rheumatism, Catarrh,
Scrofula, Sores and Ulcers, Skin Diseases, Contagious Mood Poison, etc.,
every particle of its recuperative streti-t- h is reeded to assist in eliminating
the poisons and impurities which are cau in the trouble. It should not L
dosed and treated with btron mineral mixtures and concoctions that furthet
add to the burden, by disagreeably affecting the bowels, producing indigestion, or eating out the delicate linings and inembraut s of the stomach. Tli
Absolute vegetable purity of S. S. S. lias always been one of the strongest
points in its favor, and is one of the principal reasons for its being now the
most widely known and universally used blood medicine on the inarVtt.
It is made entirely of healing, purifying roots, herbs and barks of the for
ests and fields. These are selected fur their well known curative properties,
and are known at the same time to possess the (jualitics to build up ami
strengthen every part of the ystem by their fine tunic effect, r. Not only is
S. S. S. the king of blood purifiers, but it is the one medicine that mav be
taken with absolute .safety by young or old. We guarantee it
and offer a reward fl.ooo for proof that it contains a particle of mineral in
my form. S. S. S. is a safe and reliable treatment for Rheumatism, Catarrh,
Scrofula, Sorts and Ulcers, Skin Diseases, Contagious liloud l'oison, and any
and all diseases arising from a poisoned or impure state of the blood.
Jt goes to the very bottom of these troubles, removes every trace of disease,
enriched and b"ilda up the blood and permanently curet where mineral
:
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novel copartnership
ing business has been
for some time between ('.umbo, the
trick elephant at the Itronx park zoo,
nnd Jack Gleasnn, his keeper.
The
firm has been doing business under
&
name
Gleason,
of
Gumbo
the lirm
but the partnership was almost
a few days ago when Gleason
discovered some of the busins-- :
methods of his associate.
In front of Gumbo's stall hangs a
cigar box bearing the name of the
firm nnd in this box visitors are expected to urop their pennies and
nickels. The elephant works a sort
of cash register game and acknowledges the donation by ringing a bell.
Gleason. Gumbo's partner, noticed of
late that the receipts were falll'ig
off although the line of depositors
seemed to be as big as ever.
Finally Gleason made a search and
among the rafters In the elephant's
stall he found some fifty nickels and
thirty pennies tucked away In odd
corners. When Gleason read the riot
act to his partner the latter took on
an Injured air and asked permission to resign. Vhe embezzlement
having been made up, the firm again
Is doing business.
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OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
Solomon Luna, President; W. S. Strlckler, V. P. and Cashier;
Johnson, Asst. Cashlef; Wm. Mcintosh, J. C. Baldrldge,
Luna, A. M. Elackwell,
Geo. Arnot, O. E. Cromwelt
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FIRST NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUE,
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OrriCKRB AND DltrmCTORS
JOSHUA 8. RAYN0LD3
M. W. FLODRNOY
FRANK McKEB
R. A. FROST
H. F. RAYN0LD3

Preaident
Vice President
Caahler
Assistant Cashier
Director

U. B.
POITORY
Authorized Capital
Paid Up Capital, Surplus and Profits
Depository for Atchison, Topeka

I

Our Prices
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are right

i

Santa Fe Railway Company

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO

right

CAPITAL

All Kinds

&

$500,000.9
$250,000.01

STATE NATIONAL BANK

Our Work

Commercial Printing

. .

.

SURPLUS FUND

Having Added Large Invoices of New Type Faces
and Latest Styles of Papers, We Can Please You

AFTER LOST

Facllltlea.

Extends to Depositors Every Proper Accommodation,
New Accounts Capital,
ISO, 000. 00.
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Sly Old Idcpliant.
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.

$100,000.00
20,000.00

With ample Capital, Conservative Management and Representative
Board of Directors we are prepared to offer unexcelled facilities
for the transaction of all legitimate branches of Banking
Business.

All Kinds of Pamphlet and Catalogue Work

BULLION

O. N. MARRON, President;

HERNDON.

Officers are Charged With
Misquoting Aline Experts.
Have Only Cave.
Ilenvel'. Colo., Mar. 4. That (the
Lost liulllon Spanish Mines company,
officers of which are now under arrest of United States authorities, has
wilfully falsified the reports of experts of high reputation for probity in
order to better sell Its stock is another
charge, now being made. W. H. Holmes
Is out; of the expert mining engineers
quoted In the "Uterature" of the concern. He uppeared before the
Inspectors and said that he had
been misquoted, and his good name
endangered.
He had been asked to make an examination of the mines,
but
he had truthfully, so he claims, told
them there was no gold or precious
metal worth mentioning anywhere in
sight. When his report was printed
by the concern, he claims, it was
made to tell that the values were high.
The accused, still claiming that the
natural caves were really abandoned
Spanish gold mines, the secret service
oiileern have called In the service of
scientists to prove what they charge.
They showed them specimens of stal
actites and stalagmites broken from
the roof and floor of the cave. The
scientists said that in tho dry climates
of New Mexico they must have taken
thousands upon thousands of years to
form.
The first hearing of I.evan and
Mlackman before the I'nited
States
district court has been
for March
lath.
post-oftle-
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ill give you street addresses.
with numbers) if you wish to see
what can te done with lumber of the
We want your trade.
Let's add that we can
?rove by quality and prices thct we
"
deserve It.
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NEW POSTDFFICES

GRANDE

LUMBER

CO,

Corner Third and Marquette

AND
The following poatoftlcea have been
changed:
ivndloton, San Juan county, Wm.
F. lilecker appointed postmaster.
Yankee, Colfax county, 10. Collins
appointed postmaster.
l'lateau, lloosevelt county, James L,.
Monroe, postmaster.
I'ension granted to Mrs. Joselita
Monta.no by special act of congress,
116 per month.
Ijewls fcickel, of
InVegas,
creased 1o H2 per month, from Feb.

II,

Wm. FARR, Vice President; J. B.
ROY McDONALD, Assistant Cashier.
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Saved Her Son's Life.
The happiest mother In the little
town of Ava, Mo., is Mrs. S. ltuppee.
She writes: "One year ago my son
was down with such serious lung
trouble that our physician was
to help him; when, by ouir
druggist's advice I began giving him
King's New Iiiscovjry, und I
!r.
soon noticed Improvement.
I kept
this treatment up for a few weeks
when he was perfectly well. He has
worked steadily tince at carpenter
work. lr. Kings New lMscovery
saved his life " ( i u.iranteed best
cough and cold cure ny ull dealers.
f.Oe and
1.0U. Trial bottle free.
Subscribe. lor The t itueu and get
mediciiKS fail. If yon are suffering with ur.y form of blood diseu.-- write fot the news.
a.-IUood
on
any
and
ourlxiok
The
for
medical advice vou may desire;
We do it right. KOI (ill DltV. I m- o ibor-- e lor eitlu r.
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"OLD RELIABLE."
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1873.

L. B. PUTNEY

New Mexico's Leading

Afternoon Newspaper
3

AN ADVERTISEMENT IN THE EVEN-INCITIZEN WILL REACH MORE
READERS IN THE SOUTHWEST THAN
ANY OTHER NEWSPAPER. OUR BIG
CIRCULATION COUNTS, o.
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THE WHOLESALE

GROCER

FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
Carries the largest and Most Exclusive Stock of Staple Groceries in
In th Southwest

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS
RAILROAD AVEXUE.

ALBUQUERQUE. N.

M.
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THE
Albuquerque Lumber Co.
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
Lumber, Glass, Cemen! and Rex Flintkole Roofing

First and Marquette

Albuquerque, New Mrxtco
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when the spray front the waves would station. I'nder this system
P.ut the commingling of the sexes mires. The very babies will scream
hopeof
cided what Is the best system to Intrains between the metropolis dash ag.tiust the car windows. The less labor the peasant has remained nude In the bath brings never a blush.
with horror at first sight of a blue-eye- stall In a new house and need Inforf the west and rthe metropolis of the break was repaired In live hours and ignorant
and dullwitted, unibitionless Men and women, guiltless of sartorial
Is
light
foreigner,
haired
and
it
east. This was now forgotten.
the trains went their way.
pay their devotion to only after considerable familiarity mation that Is trustworthy and valand submissive, satistied with just protection,
with Raube and Mauger
Ia Its route between the two cities
ciioukIi to keep the spark of life cleanliness in an utter and absolute with such
hat they can be uable, let us know of your trouble.
the Pennsylvania railroad covers 912 GOULD ItOII.EICMAK.EltS
Office, US North First St.
unconsciousness
of Impropriety that Induced to show 4anything
for the allotted span. And
the. We are specialists for hot water, hot
but
RETl'KN TO WOKK Itdickering
tnilea.
The New York Central and
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
Caucasian. wildest fright in their prcsetn-e- .
is mainly from this class and the amazes the sophisticated
The boilermakers employed on the
air and steam heating.
Lake Shore route is 980 miles. The
raff of the cities that the coolie Amusing tales are told of American
Mountain lines tiff
iiral trains made the distances In the Missouri Pacific-Iro- n
taking
baths
to the t'nited States Is missionaries who while
same time, the shorter route of the went back to work Thursday at the Immigration
CHIEF QUARTERMASTER
rOTI A OH API
according to the authority In the open court yards of inns, as OFFICE
Pennsylvania being made up for by November scale of wages pending an recruited,
Denver, Colorado, March 1, 1907. Standard Plumbing & Heating Go
is
custom,
been
horrified
the
have
investigators.
recent
of
appeal to Vice President Clarke on
nrrwlnm D.At.l.lAn. XI K .L .
In
its heavier grades.
hit.ln.a
proposals
In
will
triplicate
Sealed
be
The peasant's life of daily drudgery by the Invasion of women who failed
flat increase,
The Pennsylvania special's sched- the question of a
modgrasp
and
Fuel.
Grain
to
Idea
of
here
at
received
office
of
Occidental
and
the
the
and its degrading effects lire vividly
ule calls for an average speed of a says the St. Louis
Fine Line of Imported Wines Llqitor-anby W. W. Knox in i..s "Im- esty. The embarrassment reaches a Quartermaster at each post below
little less than a mile a minute. How- - The committee to submit the appeal described
In
housemaid.
climax
little
average
when
the
perial
Cigars. Place your orders) foti
size
Japan."
a
The
of
1,
11
m.,
a.
1907,
named,
April
go
until
to New York or await
ver a much lower speed is entailed will either
peasant's farm is one and a fourth obedience to established traditions of for furnishing wood, fuel coal, blackthis line with us.
in entering and leaving rthe large the return of Mr. Clarke to St. Louis acres,
upon
aiding
four-tenthospitality,
the
proinsists
anil
of the
He is hoping to be able
NORTH THIRD ST.
cities and on the mountain grades, headquarters.
blushing and protesting bather to dry smith's coal, charcoal and Mineral Oil
duct of this
west very shortly.
"SHORT LINE"
and the sneed on straight, level suc- to make the trip
required during the fiscal year ending
toy
m
m
Modestowels.
m
himself
with
little
rent,
paid
in
be
must
which
ranch
tions of track in more open country
ty, however, is much a question of June 30, 1908, at Fort Apache, Fort
Fred Pengray, who for the past means that the peasant's family must longitude
to the mining camps of Colorado,
suggests spurts of 80 miles an hour.
THIRD
and custom. The South Sea Huachuca and Whipple Barrack .
supported on
of the proThe run on the New York Central four years has been working as en- be
Utah and Nevada; to Denver,
clothing
Is
a
girl,
only
Island
whose
Logan
an
Ariz.;
Colo;
acre
Denver,
a
duct
and
fourth.
of
and
Knox
Fort
on
gineer
with a construction crew
and Lake Shore also requires extra
Colorado Springs and Pueblo, la
string about her waist, feels the Fort Bayard and Fort Wlngate, New
the El Paso & Southwestern, came in says that the average income from a tiny
spurts of speed.
by way of Santa Fe, N. M., and
farm of this size, as the result of a keenest shame when discovered with- Mexico; and Fort Douglaa and Fort
The first disaster of moment to the this morning and will be in the city year's
the
is about J20, out of which out its protection.
He expects soon l must work
furDuchesne,
fast trains occurred on the Luke Shore several days.
Utah.
Information
All Kinds of Freeh and Salt
The standard of Japanese lieauty
be paid all of the expenses. The
at Mentor O., when the 20th Cen- begin work for the Santa Fe coast arduous
ofapplication
on
or
at
here
nished
old
Steam Sausage Factory.
Oreek
toll, the debasing drudgery in dlffers materially from the
tury Limited on its fourth run east lines.
DENVER & RIO GRANDE
EM Hi KI4ENWORT
which practically the entire family standard which has persisted In west- fices of respective post quartermasraa Into an open switch near the demust partake in order to make both ern civilization. Alice M. Macon in ters. Envelopes to be marked, "ProMasonic Building, North Third Strwr
pot. The death list was a score.
W. Howard, of Topeka, re- ends meet, gives a gross income of her "Japanese Women" says the Ideal posals for Fuel and Oil at
Frank
"
RAILROAD
This happened on June 21. 1905.
turned to his home on No. 2 this less than $2 a month.
Japanese female face must be long C. A. II. McCAULET, Chief Q. M.
The Conemaugh river wreck of the nuirnlng.
Mr.
high
Howard
had
been
and
narrow
tho
forehead
through
and
7.
Afford
Cannot
Rice.
the fertile San Luis valPesuutylvania flyer is now the coun- visiting several New Mexico cities and
So abject is the poverty of the peas- narrow in the middle, but widening
ley; also to the San Juan country
terpart of the Mentor disaster of its buying cedar posts.
Tetter,
Salt
Klicum
and
Kczrma.
sides,
conformant that he cannot even eat the rice and lowering at the
of Colorado.
m
m
m
sister New York Central train.
These are diseases for which
which is his principal crop. He Is ing to the outlines of the beloved Fuji, Chamberlain's
INSURANCE, REAL ESTATE-NOTA- RY
Salve Is especially
buy cheaper food the mountain that Japanese art loves
A bag of bedding left on the pla'-forand
to
forced
it
sell
PUBLIC.
WltHCK RECORD SINCE
For Information as to rates,
It quickly allays the itchThe hair should be valuable.
by such as rye and millet. Only on the to picture.
caught
at
station
wait
the
JANUARY FIRST TO DATE. the wheels of the rear coach of No. 2 occasion of high festivals can he and straight and glossy black, and abso- ing irul smarting and soon effects a
train
service, descriptive literature
14
1
12
Cromwell Block.
and
Rooms
Oregon Short Line; 1 uead,
Jan.
Price, 25 cents. For sale by
address.
his family Indulge in the luxury of lutely smooth. Japanese ladles who cure.druggists.
this morning and cut In two.
2 Injured.
Neglect of operator.
Albuquerque. Telephone No.
to have any all
rice, which, to the Anglo-Saxo- n
labor have the misfortune
S.
K.
IIOOPEU,
Jan. 2 Rock Island; 35 dead. 40
many
er. Is synonymous with poverty. The wave or ripple in their hair, as
To Chicken Feeders.
injured. Overwork of operator.
Our ItOrf.II DRY work Don's have
Ctjnejal Passenger A Ticket Agent
houses of the easant, his clothing, of them do, are as at mm li pains to
Give ut your ROUGH DRY
Jan. S Union Pacific; 3 injured.
Mausard'a Mills are selling good furniture,
A
etc.. are of necessity of the straighten it In the dressing ns to be washed over. Imperial Laun-- J
Denver, Colo.
Monday, and get It back Wsdnaadat
Snowstorm.
per
100 lbs.
wheat at $1.50
Ame.ric.uu ladles are to simulate a dry Co.
an
standard,
same
with
low
and
such
Imperial Laundry Co.
Jan. 6 Southern Pacific; 2 dead.
We are exclusive Agents for
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Men's and Young Men's

WHY AMERICANS

-

JAP
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EXCLUSION

g.

.rme Clothes

i

1.

Spring and Summer excels
anything heretofore
by this store.
Unusually bright and absolutely perfect
We want to show you through.
not urge you to buy, we leave it to you.
We

EMMONS

KOHN BROTHERS, Chicago
Fine Clothing for Men

nothing better
Let us show you.
Better look today.

There
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pocket-handkerchi- ef
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Moat Market
A. 8LEYSTER
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Watfhout.

Jan. 12 Buffalo. Rochester & Pittsburg; one dead. Head-o- n
collision.
Jan. 13. Hock Island; 5 dead. 8 injured. Open switch.
Jan. 15 Rock island; 4 dead. 3 In- jtined.
Open switch.
Jan. 15 .Nickel Plate; 1 dead,
iojsred.
of signal.
Jan. IS lioston & Maine; two en
gia
derailed.
Jail. 16 Seaboard Air Line; defective switch.
Jan. IB Philadelphia & loading;
live dead.
ltoiler explosion.
Jan. 17 New York Central; 2 injured. Kear-en- d
collision.
Jan. 19 Kock Island: 7 injured.
Wfuaiout.

Jan. 19. Hig Four: 20 dead. 10 Injured. Head-o- n
collision.
Jan. 19 Hig Four, l). C. special;
36
injured.
lyiiamilJt dead.
Jan. 21 Frisco Record train; 7
injured. Spreading rails.
Shore; 1 dead, 4
Jan. 21
Open Switch.
Atlantic City
Jan. 21 Heading
fiver; 3 dead. Holler explosion.
Jail. 21 Haltlinorc i Ohio; 2 Injured. Engine Jumped track.
Coast line; 1
Jan. 22 Atlantic
dead, 4 Injured, open switch.
Jan. 24 Baltimore & iii, 3 dead.
Sjireadintc rails.
Maine. 6 dead,
Jan. 29 Boston
I injured.
Faulty signal system.
Feb. 7 tjreat WVsten
.i.u.i.
Kwllch.
injured.
-
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Missouri

Pacilir;

'
t

.bad.
ihiu;

injur- -

Long Island

I'r.tin till protrusion.
ntral; 22
ft b. 16 New York
Kxoessive upeed.
..vd. 160 injured.
KVb. 18
HaUimore & Ohio; 1 dead,
!

injured.

I'nguarded gate.

iVb. 23 Pennsylvania; ? dead. M
injured. Kxcexaive speed.
Aarixtant Cieiifral Passenger Agent
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Its Location
HELEN' IS 31 MILE.S SOUTH OF ALBUQUERQUE,
N. M., AT THE JUNCTION' OF THE MAIN LINE OF
THE SANTA FE .SYSTEM LEADING EAST AND
WEST FROM CHICAGO. KANSAS CITY, GALVESTON
AND TOIN'TS EAST TO SAN FRANCISCO, LOS ANGELES. AND FROM THE EASTERN AND NORTHERN
STATES TO EL PASO AND TEXAS.
1.000 BUSINESS AND RESIDENCE LOTS. 25x140
FEET. LAID OUT WITH BROAD SO AND 70 FOOT

STREETS, WITH ALLEYS 20 FEET WIDE, WITH
U GRAND
BEAUTIFUL LAKE AND PUBLIC PARK
OLD SHADE TREES; PUBLIC SCHOOL HOUSE. COSTING 116.000; CHURCHES; COMMERCIAL CLUB; A
POPULATION OF 1.S00 PEOPLE; SEVERAL LARGE
HELEN
ESTABLISHMENTS; THE
MERCANTILE
PATENT ROLLER MILL. CAPACITY 150 RARRELS
DAILY; LARGE WINERY; THREE HOTELS,
ETC. BEL EN IS THE LARGEST SHIPPING POINT FOR WOOL. FLOUR, WHEAT. WINE.
BEAN'S AND HAY IN CENTRAL NEW MEXICO.
ITS
IMPORTANCE AS A GREAT COMMERCIAL RAILROAD CITY jN' THE NEAR FUTURE CAN NOT BE
ESTIMATED.
S.
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TO BELEN, N. M.

Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico
Located on Belen Cut-of- f of Santa Fe Railway

K000C
K000S)0000
A
ALL

Company Are Owners of
Belen Townsite

The Belen Town and

FAST

LIMITED

WM. M. BERGER,

EXPRESS,

MAIL

SAXTA

EE WILL

AND
GO
OVER THE MAIN' LINE THROUGH TO HELEN', EAST
AND WEST, NORTH AND SOUTH.
TILE

THE LOTS OFFERED ARE IN THE CENTER OF
THE CITY. WELL GRADED (MANY OF THEM IMPROVED BY CULTIVATION); NO SAND OR GRAVEL.
WE NEED A FIRST-CLASMODERN HOTEL AND A
GOOD,
NEWSPAPER.
S,

Im-

provement Co.
jOHN BECKER, Pres!

4KS) 0

Railway Center

IREIGHT TRAINS OF

The Belen Town and Improvement

0

OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE LOW AND TERMS
i ON
l.ASY PAYMENTS; TITLE PERFECT; WARRAN-- ,
TY
DEEDS.
MONEY
PURCHASE
CASH.
S
MAY REMAIN ON NOTE,
'WITH MORTGAGE SECURITY FOR ONE YEAR,
j WITH
8 PER CENT INTEREST THEREON.
ONE-THIR-

TWO-THIRD-

APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAPS AND PRICES IF
YOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS.

Sec'y
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K.

Newman came

In

Veaji to spend Sunday.
f.unas
l'hlllp Joftcl of

from I.as
Is In A-

lbuquerque on business.
William relaney of Kl I'aso, Texas,
is registered at Hotel Cralgv.
Fe, six-n- t
J. W. Akers, "f Santa
Sunday In the city with his family.
.lohn P. Fullerton of Socorro was
an Albuquerque visitor yesterday.
Mrs. P. Cella of Denver nrrlved
.
here Sunday for a visit with
It. F. Heller, tin- - well known lit boron merchant, sent yesterday In the

OUR MEN'S $3.50 SHOES

frit-nun-

city.
Horn. March 1. a irlrl baby to Mr.
North
unci Mrs. Joseph SeRlr. of an

They
the eye bemuse they
are stylish arid
You can
get l hem In any reliable leather you
luefer Virl Kid, Patent Colt, Velour
Calf or I!ox Cnlf. They are made by
the Gcmilyt-iiWelt process and feel
easy from the beginning. No breaking In required.
Considering their
stylo, wear ami comfort you will And
them the most profitable shoes to buy
We shall be pleased to have yon rail
and examine our stock.
plf-as- c

r

1

BRICHAM
Headquarters
Coffee

C. N.
118-12-

S.

0

2nd.

for

Our Leaders The Celebrated Richelieu Coffees
Packages, 25c and 35c per lb.
1 lb. tins, 45c.

I

b.

Una, 85c.

I

lb

.tins, $1.00.

Capitol Coffee
t).

bucket,

premium,

with

1.00.

Golden Gate coffee
1lD- tins,
0c.
tins, 80c.
nothing like It In the city. Try
b.

Something

unique
Bulk coffee, 10c to 40c.

-

-

GEO. W. niCKOX

T. Y. MATXARD

CO.

HICKOX-MAYNAR- D

NEW

MEXICO'S

LEADING

First street.
J. II. Hond and wife of Helen were
among the Sunday visitors to the
Duke t'lty.
Dr. It. F. Komero has gone to
with the Intention of making
his home there.
W. II. Halm, of the ('errillos coal
yards, ba.s returned from a business
trip to Denver.
MIsHt-I'earl and Ida Lenelian. of
Severy, Kansas, are sitoppinit at the
Savoy hotel for a week.
Mrs. T. II. Twist and Mrs. Arthur
Mohler have returned from a pleasure trip to southern California,
J. A. Wood, of Golden, N. M., was
among thfl out of town people who
visited in Albuquerque yesterday.
Their will be a regular review of
Alamo Hive No. 1, I., o. T. M., at Odd
Fellows' hall Tuesday, nt 2:30 p. m.
(iovernor Herbert J. Hagerman returned to Santa Fe Saturday night,
accompanied by District Attorney F.
W. Clancy.
through
H. ICImendorf passed
Albuquerque this morning on No. 10
hi.s
N. M.,
Klmendorf,
at
from
home
en route east.
Mrs. J. A. Hubbs has returned from
ii pleasure trip to New Orleans nnd
Chicago. Mrs. Hubbs was absent from
the city several weeks.
Mrs. H. O. Uuruum and Mrs. W. K.
Martin, two of Socorro's most prominent matrons, were In the city yesterday.
Mrs. A. W. Hayden left la.st night
for Magdalena, where she will lie the
guest of her daughter, Mrs. I.ouIh
for a momth.
Mrs. W. Iw. Edgar enjoyed a visit
yesterday from her cousin. It. C.
Semple, of Kl Paso. Mr. Semple la u
"Knight of the Road."
Martin Penon was arraigned In police court this morning on an inebriate charge.
He received the usual
punishment from the magistrate.
Col. J. O. Albright left last night
for the northwest country to resume
his work as organizer of Hed Men,
after a pleasant visit in the city of a
month.
J. W. Miller, of the Jemez hot
springs, is In the city for bushiest
and pleasure. Mr. Miller is one of the
early settlers of the famous Jemez
springs. "
Mrs. Frank Waybrant of Ketlner,
N. M., Is here for a week's visit. Mr.
Waybrant Is an employe of the
American Lumber company at Kett-ne- r.
Mc-He- a,

-

JEWELERS

Send in Your Watches for Repairs

During the absence of Pete Gull-linMrs. William Mason will le In
charge of the office at the Savoy hoMrs. Mason Is houseket-petel.
at
the hostelry.
Mrs.
Josephine Vanderville was
this morning granted a divorce from
her husband H. L. Vanderville. The
butter lives at Seattle, Wash. Mrs.
Vanderville Is a resident of Albuquerque. Judge W. C. Heacock represented the plaintiff.
Contractor A. W. Hayden said this
morning that the new hotel at Helen
would be ready for the plastem by t.'ie
middle of the present week. it ha
twrnty-llv- c
guest room ;uij lart'e
dining and reception roo.ns, with pun-triand bath rooms
It will be
lighted by electricity
.1
H. limine" has been employed as
deputy by assessor SigfrienU Gruns-felMr. Uruntifcld announces that
the tax schedules for 1"J07 will arrive
on Wednesday
or Thursday.
These have been delayed.
In the
meantime, however, he Is using old
schedules.
J. A. Weinman, of the Golden Uuie
Pry Goods company, has returned
from a goods-buyin- g
trip of six weeks
duration. In Chicago and New York.
"and
"Wait." said Mr. Weinman.
within a fortnight we will show you
the finest line of spring and summer
goods ever shipped to Albuquerque
$10,000 worth of them."
Street Commissioner Martin Tier-ne- y
had a force of men lilling In tha
city ditch on Railroad avenue, between Second and Third streets, this
morning.
It was found to be perfectly dry at that point.
Mr. Tler-ne- y
suggests that a little lime wouli
bo good medicine for
the places
where the ditch runs under houses.
Tho funeral services over the remains of the late W. H. Matson will
le held at the Methodist church Tuesday afternoon at 2 o'clock. Hev. J.
C. Kollins will have charge of the
services at the church, after which
G. K. Warren Post No. 5, O. A. It.,
will be In charge and conduct a short
service at the grave. The ladles of
the Women's Relief corps are
to meet at 1:30 tomorrow afternoon at Strong's chapel, to attend
funeral.
the
Prof. Pi Mauro says he Is preparing for a concert In April at Colombo
hall, which will be the finest ever
given in Albuquerque. The orchestra
will consist of fifteen pieces.
The
purpose of this concert on the part
of Prof. Dl Mauro is to show the
ability and accomplishment
of his
scholars on the piano, the violin and
the mandolin. The orcheatrn, which
will take part, will be that of Director
Fred Kills, whose success with both
n,
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Palace
AVE
We Invite

clothes are the iiest

made:-

-

New Stiff Hats
For Spring Have Arrived

Believe Us

"

PERSONAL
m

and hand, known ft th
American Lumhcr company band, is
wen Known and highly appreciated
y me people of Albuquerque.
Peter A. Gulllon. one of .the nrn
prietor of the Savoy hotel, left yesterday morning for Saint Ktlnne.
France, where he will visit his family.
Mr. million has been in this
country and Mexico for the past
e
years nnd
Is his tlrst trip
to the ulil home. thisHe contemplates
an absence of several months, as his
mother, now over 80 years of age, Is
reported In poor health and It Is his
oesire to remain with her If possible
toe last.
..Col. and Mrs. R. H. Greenloaf of
North Fourth street, entertained the
following guests on Saturday night:
Mr. ami Mrs. Ferger, Mr. and Mrs.
John Munn, Mr. nnd Mrs. J. Potilit-tlMr. and Mrs. William Meiller. Mr.
mil Mrs. Ingley, Mr. and Mrs. Stlt7.er,
Mr. and Mrs. R II. Meeker, Mr. and
Mrs. H. liraun. Mr. and Mrs. Stelner,
Mr. and Mrs. Huntington. Mr. and
Mrs. Henry Ooe-tsMr. and Mrs. Anson, Mrs. howls and Mrs.
Itobbins,
Mr. and Mrs. R R Frank. Mrs. Mar-liMiss Du Hale, Miss hathrop and

w

MONDAY. MMlCIf

,

In the purchase of a Piano

We Carry the Largest Stock
of New Pianos Ever Shown
in This Territory.
SECONDHAND Pianos at
your own prices almost.
SEE US betore you buy

Learnard

$300
John B. Stetson Hats of all kinds on display.

E. L. WASHBURN COMPANY

koox and Tiger Makes.

206 W. Oold Avcone

See them for a correct showing of tht Newest
and latest styles for spring 1907.

COAL

Genuine American
block, per
ton
$6.50
Cerrlllos Lump
$0.50
Anthracite Nnt
$8.50
Anthracite mixed
$0.00
Anthracite, stove .and .furnace

sles

Clean Gas Coke
WOOD.
Green Mill Wood, per load.

$9.60
$0.00

.. .$3.25 3

Tiger Hats

$3 & $5

$3

Roth Phones.

HONEY

10 lbs.

Nice

TIEIBM

SMVilOM

The Railroad Avenue Clothier

Extracted

Honey for
$1.00. Order by Postal.
W. P. Allen, Box 202, Albuquerque.

J

iriiciFuriil.llFl.r
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&

rv
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.

NORTH FIRST STREET

Between Railroad and Cppptr A vo. , Tel. 74

Nardlware

1

STOVES, RANGES, ENAMELED
Thursday afternoon.
March 7. tit
1:30 sharp. I will sell the entire furnishings of Mrs. A. S. Murphy's
eight-roohandsomely
furnished
home at 418 West Silver avenue. The
goods consist. In part, of
range, gasoline range, kitchen utensils, dishes, glassware, dining table,
six dining chairs, three heating stoves
sewing machine, sanitary couch. Iron
and wooden beds, chiffonier, dressers,
washstands, rockers, parlor furniture,
folding bed. desk, couch, pictures,
center tables, $400 piano. In fact, the
complete furnishings of an eight-rooGoods absolutely sanitary.
home.
Inspect Wednesday before sale. Positively nothing will be disposed of before date of sale.
SCOTT KNIGHT,
Auctioneer.
See the Huston & Franklin company present "East Lynne" tonight.

Knox Hats

W. H. HAHN & CO.

$

SADDLERY

EVJerclhiairtts

...

KITCHEN WARE, KOSTLAN WASHING MACHINES
HARNESS

m

AGENTS rOR
Celebrated Diamond Edge Tools and Cutlery

six-ho- le

g

John Deere Plows and Implements
McCormick Mowers and Repairs

-

Winona Wagons

m

TOO I.ATK TO CLASSIFY.

trap:
SALE A
FOR
cheap. 805 Maca avenue.
ut
WANTED Woman dishwasher
Columbus hotel.
WANTED A horse and carriage or
buggy 110 SouthHigh street.
WANTED--Wom- an
cook at Gold
Star saloon, old Albuquerque. At
one-hor-

0

Acme Steel Mowers, Rakes and

once.

CHAMPION GROCERY.
SELLING ALL OCR
CAXNi :i I It! ITS AT 12 'i CENTS
A CAN.
STRICTLY Fit KM I RANCH
KNTS A DOZEN.
THE
EGGS. M
CHAMPION GROCERY CO.. CORAND TI.IERAS
NER SEVENTH
AVENl'K.
Tonight, "East Lynne," Elks' theater.
"East Lynne." or the elopement,
Elks' theater tonight. 15, 25 and 35
cents.
WE ARE

On March 13th Dr. Chas A. Payne,
world-wid- e
traveler, will

author and

deliver one of his famous llustrated
lectures
in the First Methodist
church. This is Dr. Payne's fifth appearance before an Albuquerque

WIIITCOMIl SPRINGS.
We will rent for the season the famous Whttcomb Springs property,
M.
John
furnished.
completely
Moore Realty Co.
Take the whole family tonight to
the Elks' theater to see the twins in
emotional work. 15, 25 and 35 centJ.
PRS. HESS & CLARK'S HEALING
POWPKK CCRKS GALLS, CREASE
11 EEL, Cl'TS. I'LCERS,
lilitNS,
AND
OPEN
SORES
WOIXIIS OF EVERY PESCRIF- OF
VARIETY
LARGE
TIOX.
REMEDIES FOR STOCK.
E. XV. FEE.
002 SOVTH FIRST ST.
PHONE 10.
Subscribe for The Cltlwu anil get
the news.

3

Lightest Running, Strongest, Wear Longer, Cost
- - - Less for Repairs - - -

4)

FULLY WARRANTED

43

Write For Prices

mouth rirmt atreot
lie.403,I IT.North
401,
rirmtetroot

113,

e

Is I

& Jones
IIO South Second St.

Crawford

BOUGHT. SOLO
EXCHANGED

MitoelMtloa Offlet

Traaiaetloat
Cumrtuttta
W.
8
R.R.Ave.
II

ROSENFIEIO'S,

Mexico

r.

retrain rrom again saying something about Home
u..ur
Every time that the proposition presents Itself of the
surance.

Address Home Office,

Occidental Life Insurance Company

SOCIAL DANCE
EVERY SATURDAY NIGHT

ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

Al THE
DANCING SCHOCL

COLOMBO HALL
Admlssloa'SOc

(3
(3

tremendous amount of money that is being sent out of New
and Arizona for life insurance to eastern cities, the con
viction comes home with increased force that a home company ought to
be patronized and the money remain in the West.
The revelations of the past year of the way the enormous surplus of
the big Eastern companies has been handled and speculated with ought to
emphasize the fact that the people of the West should stop pouring their
money Into Eastern channels when it can be placed In home Insurance,
and every dollar of It kept and invested at home.
It is gratifying to note that home Insurance is year by ear receiving
more and more Its ju?t deserts. Statistics show that during the past year
home companies far exceeded foreign companies In the amount of busiWhy cannot this same record be made here? It can If
ness written.
every individual who takes out a policy the coming year will carefully
weigh the proposition of the value it is to keep his Insurance at home before he puts his name to the application of any insurance company.
The Occidental Life Insurance Company of New Mexico and Arizona
la owned and controlled by the leading business men of the two territories, and offers exceptional opportunities to ambitious and capable men
and women to sell Its policies.

your property with

R.R

New,

0O

Mexico

"f

AND

Albuquerque,

O

Home Insurance the Best

Beginning

TICKETS

N.

.Not Made by the Trusts.

6
The hoiseshoers of Albuquer- - if
4 que In general have decided on if
if
e a slight advance In horse-shoe- e ing, owing to nn advance In the

Lrst

o

Harvesting Machinery

tUtnUHiKiliit
price of material.
a with March 1.

o
43

Wholesale Distributors

Live Men
Young's Nobby Shapes for Young Men

Soft and stiff styles in the celebrated

Lindemann,

&

1909

Saturday

We handle the "Plack Cat" stockings exclusively, because we found
them to be the most satisfactory
brand on the market in wear, fit an J
looks. Give them a trial and we are
sure you will agree with us.
All
sizes for men, women and children.
Prices range from 12Vc to 60c. C.
May's Shoe Store, 314 West Railroad
avenue.

HATS!

Do It Today

Miss Mraun.
James P. Mitchell, head bartender
at the Alvarado hotel, was united in
marriage Saturday afternoon to Miis
Lillian Ie Houf, who has appeared a
an elocutionist in several local enter- Established
tainments given by colored people.

lslaze.

First Showing
of Spring

TODAY

n.

morning Judge
Abbott
granted the bride a divorce from her
former
She
married
husband.
Mitchell In tho afternoon.
Mitcholl
has been In charge "of, the Alvaradj
bar for several years.
The couple
will make their home In Albuquerque.
Port Moe, who recently resigned
from the service tif the Albuquerque
Traction company will go to Golden
tomorrow to accept a position
engineer for the Golden
.Mining company.
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Harnett leave
on the limited tomorrow
for San
Francisco. They are thinking of buy
ing a home on the coast.
License to marry was granted to
day to orln C. Taylor nnd Miss Fdna
HlghbargHin. Moth are well known
young people of the city.
Sherlot'k Holmes at Work.
Merl Kline, who left this place fer
Mars, Wis., about two years ag..
sends a draft to the Hlaze from Car
lisle, Neb., where he Is now located.
He writes on N. W. Ry.. stationery
and uses a typewriter, so we Infer he
has a good Job. Pine River (Minn.)

In Our Window and in Oar Store

NOW

twen-ty-nhi-

e.

On Display and Sale

I

We can tave you money

lT.

LadiesFree
.
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